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MARKET SNAPSHOT
Vacancy
Industrial: 5.5%
Off ice: 5.8%
Retail: 11.0%

Lease Rates PSF/PM
Industrial: $0.49
Off ice: $1.40
Retail: $1.02

Existing Space
Industrial: 18,211,429
Off ice: 5,738,549
Retail: 17,627,177

Unlike the real estate cycle in the prior decade, the
High Desert real estate market has experienced
conservative gains since emerging from the
recession, and is experiencing steady and
sustainable growth while continuing with tight
inventory in most sectors. In some respects, the
High Desert real estate market could be described
as defying the rule of supply and demand.
In general, commercial real estate follows
rooftops, defined as population growth and
household formation. As such, the residential
real estate market directly effects most sectors
in commercial real estate and is followed closely
by most commercial real estate practitioners. The
High Desert is no exception, and as a bedroom
community to the Inland Empire and the Los
Angeles region, housing contributes more to the
local economy than typical metro markets.

Town of Apple Valley projected to issue 117, an
8.3% increase. The City of Barstow is projected to
issue 3 SFR permits in 2016, with no SFR permits
issued in the prior three years. Adelanto is projected
to issue 19 SFR permits in 2016, a decrease of
67.5% from the prior year. The incorporated areas
of the High Desert are projected to issue 383 SFR
permits in 2016, an increase of 6.7% over the
prior year.
In comparison, the National Association of Realtors
reported the median sales price of a home in the
nation increased 4.8% year over year ending June
of 2016, with 4.6 months of supply at the current
sales pace. The High Desert has far exceeded
national averages, however, new housing starts
remain conservatively low, which challenges the
law of supply and demand.

Two contributing factors to the conservative growth
The median sales price of a home in the High
rate of new housing starts in the High Desert
Desert declined from $318,000 in June of 2006 to
$103,500 in June of 2009, representing a 67.5%
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loss in value. The housing market, posting year
over year gains since the start of the recovery in
June of 2011, finished Q2 of 2016 at $212,000,
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are access to capital for local and regional builders, and the
recently completed construction in the Cajon Pass that caused
significant delays for commuters over the past two years. While
development capital remains difficult to secure for local and
regional builders, the completion of construction in the Cajon
Pass will allow potential buyers who work in the Inland Empire
or Los Angeles region to once again explore the option of living
in the High Desert without concern of road construction and
related delays.
With steady increases and expansion in the housing market,
commercial real estate in the High Desert continues to perform
well, with the Multi-Family and Industrial sectors among the top
performers. Additionally, recently passed ordinances in the City
of Adelanto have caused an anomaly in Adelanto’s Industrial
market.
The Retail sector continues to expand in primary corridors
located in or near Power Retail Centers. The majority of new
development delivered over the past twelve months has been
centered around the three Super Walmarts; Main Street in
Hesperia, Amargosa Road in Victorville and Palmdale Road/
Highway 395 in Victorville. While positive growth has been
realized in prime retail corridors, vacancy rates in the High
Desert have increased slightly, from 10.4% ending 2015, to
11.0% ending Q2 of 2016. The increase in vacancy can be
directly related to the closure of Target on Palmdale Road in
Victorville, a 102,489 SF building. Additionally, neighborhood
retail centers not located in or near Regional Power Centers
continue to struggle while competing with the larger Centers
for tenants.
Since the onset of the recession, retail has expanded in the
High Desert, increasing 16% since 2007 to 17,627,177 SF. At
the end of Q2 2016, 22,510 SF was under construction. Lease
“ask” rates in the High Desert decreased slightly from $1.04
PSF ending 2015, to $1.02 PSF ending Q2 of 2016. The low
lease rates are attributed to the large format “box” buildings
that are vacant including the former Lowes in Apple Valley,
former Walmart in Victorville and the former Target in Victorville.

Additionally, neighborhood retail centers with vacancy rates of
19.4% are competing with Regional Power Centers such as the
Jess Ranch Marketplace, Dunia Plaza or the High Desert Gateway
which provide tenants with synergies and increased traffic counts.
The combination of low lease rates for large format buildings and
neighborhood centers significantly contributes to the lower lease
“ask” rates in the High Desert.
The Office sector remains stable with 5,738,549 SF in the High
Desert, which includes new deliveries of 23,780 SF. An additional
7,699 SF is currently under construction. New deliveries have been
limited to owner-user buildings that contain additional speculation
space offered for lease. No new deliveries have consisted of 100%
speculation space.
Vacancy rates for office space decreased slightly, from 5.8% ending
2015 to 5.6% ending Q2 of 2016. Lease ask rates increased from
$1.37 PSF ending 2015 to $1.40 PSF ending Q2 of 2016. With a
portion of the available inventory deemed functionally obsolete, or
challenged by location, the office sector remains relatively tight in
the High Desert, primarily in Adelanto, Apple Valley and Hesperia.
The Industrial sector continues to expand with 444,740 SF
currently under construction in Victorville, CA. Additional proposed
projects in Adelanto, Apple Valley, Hesperia and Victorville will
continue to expand inventory in 2016 and 2017. The majority of
new construction and proposed development is owner-use, or has
been preleased. At the end Q2 of 2016, total inventory for the
High Desert was 18,211,429 SF.
Vacancy rates significantly declined from 7.6% ending 2015,
to 5.5% ending Q2 of 2016 for all inventory in the High Desert.
Notably, buildings with space of 10,000 SF to 25,000 SF ended
Q2 of 2016 at 3.6%. While inventory has been tight for this size
segment for the past two years, additional pressure was added
with the passing of a cannabis cultivation ordinance in the City of
Adelanto earlier this year which by state law, limits the size of the
building for cannabis cultivation to 22,000 SF.
Market Update continued on page 41

HIGH DESERT DEMOGRAPHICS
REGIONAL POPULATION: 442,497 		

AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD INCOME: $58,846

TRADE POTENTIAL: $5,341,083,001

HOME OWNERSHIP: 66.2%

HOUSEHOLDS: 135,283			 MEDIAN AGE: 32.5
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• Representing the seller, Steven Thompson secured the sales price of
$2.375 Million for a 16,565 SF warehouse on Holly Road in Adelanto with
4 acres of land.

• The lease of 1,800 SF of office space on Town Center Drive in Apple
Valley was secured by Steven Thompson, representing the tenant; Ballard
Rehabilitation.

• Bob Basen & Jerrad Schendel represented the seller of 20 acres on
Shadow Mountain Road Property in Adelanto.

• Bob Basen & Jerrad Schendel recently coordinated the sale of a 7 unit
multi-family property located at 16675 Mojave Drive in Victorville; they
represented both sides of the transaction.

• Steven Thompson coordinated the $2 Million sale of 16585 Beaver Road
in Adelanto, a ±240,000 SF industrial building.
• 12 unit multifamily property on Apple Valley Road sold for $1.2 Million
with Buyer representation by Bob Basen & Jerrad Schendel.
• The seller of 750 E Main Street in Barstow was represented by Steven
Thompson, he secured a final sales price of $1.1 M. The buyer plans to
develop it into 23,959 square feet of prime office space.
• The lease of “Spice of India” on Main Street in Hesperia in the Stater
Brothers Shopping Center was coordinated by Steven Thompson and Nick
Di Cosola.
• Jerrad Schendel & Bob Basen recently coordinated the sale of a 3 unit
multifamily property on Cochiti Road in Apple Valley, securing a final sales
price of $215,000.
• New manufacturer, Aemerge RedPak Services will be locating to a
37,000 square foot building on E Avenue in Hesperia. Steven Thompson
represented the buyer of the 2.34 acre property, while Jason Lamoreaux
secured a $1,550,000 sales price for the seller.

• A ±1,408 square foot office condo on Anacapa in Victorville sold for
$140,000 with seller representation by Bob Basen & Jerrad Schendel.
• Representing both landlord and tenant, Jerrad Schendel & Bob Basen
secured the 4.28 acre land lease on Darwin Avenue in Hesperia.
• Bob Basen & Jerrad Schendel recently coordinated a second sale on Tawney
Road in Victorville. Basen represented the seller on the 4 unit multifamily
property, securing a final sales price of $320,000.
• The 2 year lease of a new In-Home Care provider on Barstow Road in Barstow
was secured by Steven Thompson, he represented both the lessor and tenant
of the office space.
• Bob Basen represented the buyer and Jerrad Schendel represented the seller
of a 4 unit multifamily property located on Poinciana Road in Apple Valley,
obtaining a final sales price of $180,0000.
• A three unit multifamily property on Cocqui Road in Apple Valley sold for
$225,000 with Bob Basen & Jerrad Schendel representing the seller.

• Steven Thompson represented the seller of a $1.45 Million warehouse on
Yucca Road in Adelanto located on 5 acres of industrial land.

• A final sales price of $400,000 was secured for the seller by Jerrad Schendel
& Bob Basen for a 4 unit multifamily property on Kiamichi Road in Apple
Valley.

• Jerrad Schendel & Bob Basen represented the seller in the $260,000
sale of a 3 unit multifamily property located on Straight Arrow Road in
Apple Valley.

• Coldwell Banker Commercial represented the buyer of a 151,000 square
foot Industrial building located on Muscatel and Caliente in Adelanto with a
final sale price of $5,100,000.

• The $665,000 sale of the 10-unit apartment complex on Sueno Lane in
Victorville was coordinated by multi-family specialist Bob Basen & Jerrad
Schendel, representing the seller.

• •Coldwell Banker Commercial represented the buyer of .37 acres of
commercial land on Bear Valley Road in Apple Valley.

• Bob Basen & Jerrad Schendel represented the buyer and seller of the ten
unit multifamily property situated on Loves Lane in Victorville with a final
sales price of $505,000.
• Representing both the buyer and seller, Thompson secured a sales price of
$150,000 for 2.38 acres of vacant industrial land on E Avenue.
• Jerrad Schendel & Bob Basen worked quickly to complete the sale of a
four unit multifamily property on Tawney Ridge Lane in Victorville, securing
a closing price of $345,000.

• Jerrad Schendel & Bob Basen represented the seller of a 3 unit property on
Rimrock Road in Apple Valley, securing a final sales prince of $239,000.
• Bob Basen & Jerrad Schendel represented the Buyer of a 4 unit multi-family
property on Smoketree Street in Hesperia.
• Bob Basen & Jerrad Schendel represented the seller of 5 acres of residential
land on Bull Rush Road in Apple Valley.
• The seller of a Commercial lot located at 6920 South Central Avenue in Los
Angeles was represented by Jason Lamoreaux.
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PSF in 2016 continues
to increase
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Rental trends in the High Desert submarket of the
Greater Inland Empire, after years of stagnation,
have started moving up and moving up rapidly.
The effects of the increase coupled with extremely
low interest rates are huge benefits to apartment
ownership. With vacancy rates in the low single
digit’s rents have been increasing at an astonishing
rate approaching 10% annually. Ownership has not
been able to keep up with the increases which has
created a huge market for “value add” apartment
investments.
A recent example of this is a 12-unit townhome style
apartment complex in Apple Valley that recently sold
for $1,200,000. On the surface and relative to the
High Desert market over that last 8 years this seems
like a great selling price for the seller and it was. The
property consisted of 2 bedroom 2 bath units that were
renting for $850.00 per month which again based on
the last 8 years seems like a good income for these
units. Applying current rent trends to the unit’s would
increase rents to $1,000 - $1,100 / month. Simply
increasing rents to current market rates coupled with
minor upgrades, a process that will take approximately
12 months to complete, increases the value range of
the apartment complex to $1,300,000 to $1,500,000.
Add-value opportunities such as this have kept the
apartment market highly desired, and remains one of
the hottest market sectors in real estate.

going to have to offer tenants clean, secure and wellmaintained properties, thus leaving poorly maintained
properties uncompetitive and subject to value add
opportunities for other savvy apartment investors.
A legitimate question is who is going to fill these new
apartments? Huge increases in rents in the lower Inland
Empire, Orange County and L.A. County have been
occurring over the last 2 years and we have already seen
its effects. As renters get priced out of those markets
they inevitably migrate to suburban market including the
High Desert. When added to the High Desert’s existing
tenant pool who will have a choice between new state of
the art apartments or functionally obsolete apartments
built in the 1980’s or later, tenants will migrate to the
newer properties providing developers with an existing
client base.
Job growth, increased income, low interest rates, above
average returns and favorable income tax benefits have
created great opportunities with apartment investments
in the high Desert.

What we can expect to see next is the start of new
apartment construction. Apartment construction
had been dormant for almost 10 years because the
rental income would not support the investment. This
is changing and we anticipate new deliveries of large
complexes in the very near future. This is going to have
other benefits to the High Desert apartment market
as well. In order to compete, apartment owners are

❘ 15500 W Sand St. ❘

Victorville, CA 92392

❘
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INDUSTRIAL
Industrial Inventory by City in the High
Desert as of End of 2nd Quarter 2016
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Industrial Inventory by City in the High Desert as of End of 2015
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Positive Absoption has Eliminated the excess vacancy in
the High Desert Industrial Inventory
Dr. Ronald J. Barbieri, Ph.D., CPA

3,872,023

Figure 2

Industrial Market Watch

Ending Q2 of 2016, lease
rates increased 20% over
prior year.
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There was 18,211,000 SF of industrial space in the High
Desert at the end of 2nd Quarter 2016 (Figure 1). The
City of Victorville accounted for 40% of the total inventory,
followed by Hesperia with 21%. Approximately 18% of
the industrial stock was in Adelanto, over 14% was in
the Town of Apple Valley and slightly more than 6% was
in Barstow. Less than 1% of the industrial space in the
High Desert was in rural areas. The level of industrial space
has not increased since the 176,000 SF addition to the
Rubbermaid facility at SCLA in the fourth quarter of 2012
and the completion of 83,000 SF expansion of the True
Blue distribution center in The Town of Apple Valley during
the first quarter of 2013.
During the last five years the only space constructed was
for space preleased to credit worthy industrial tenants.
Sterling, the development company for the Southern
California Logistic Airport properties, has been reluctant
to build industrial buildings without any preleasing. Their
current strategy is to design and develop buildings to
satisfy the needs of specific tenants.
Figure 2 summarizes the distribution of the industrial stock
in the High Desert by building floor area. A total 9,333,000
SF or 51% was in structures that had 50,000 or more
square feet of floor area. Buildings that had between
25,000 and 49,999 SF represented a total inventory
of 2,093,000 SF or 11%. Buildings between 10,000
and 24,999 SF accounted for 4,344,000 SF or 24% of
industrial space, while buildings under 10,000 totaled
2,497,000 SF or 14%
Most of the increase in industrial space has been in the
larger buildings, 125,000 SF plus. Since the beginning of
2006, a total of 3,470,000 SF was added in buildings
50,000 SF and greater; of which 1,102,000 SF was
delivered after 2009. Only 220,000 SF was in structures
ranging from 25,000 to 49,999 SF was constructed during
the same time period. Since 2009 only 49,622 SF was
added to this category. During the same 10-year period
581,000 SF was added to buildings with a floor area of
10,000 SF to 24,999 SF; but only one 15,772 SF building

❘ 15500 W Sand St. ❘

Victorville, CA 92392

❘

760-684-8000

was delivered after 2009. A total of 219,000 SF of floor
area was constructed involving buildings less than 10,000
SF, of which 19,000 SF was delivered after 2009.
The recent lack of industrial development activity reflects
the reduced level of industrial absorption of industrial
space in the High Desert after 2012. A review of Figure 3
would reveal a Net Absorption of 453,000 SF from 2013
through the first half of 2016, compared to 3,809,000 SF
for the entire 9½-year period. However, in 2013 and 2014
the High Desert experienced a reduction in occupancy of
(213,000) SF; whereas in the following 18 months the
occupancy of industrial space increased by 666,000 SF.
Figure 4 breaks down the absorption by city as well as
by year. During the last 3½ years, the Net Absorption of
industrial space for each geographical area was as follows.
Adelanto lost 118,000 SF of occupancy in 2013 and
2014; but it gained 78,000 SF in 2015 and the first six
months of 2016. This does not reflect any increase due
to the cultivation of Medical Marijuana, which is expected
to substantially increase the Net Absorption of industrial
space in the City of Adelanto.
The Town of Apple Valley gained 87,000 SF in 2013 and
2014 and 31,000 SF in 2015 and the first half of 2016.
Barstow experienced a net loss of (12,000) SF during the
2 years ending in 2014 followed by a negative absorption
of (6,000) SF over the last 18 months. Since the end of the
Great Recession Barstow has experienced a Net Absorption
of 106,000 SF, which included the leasing of the 85,905
SF warehouse at 2951 Lenwood Road in 2012. Hesperia
experienced a decline in occupancy of (291,000) SF in
2013 and 2014, which was more than offset by a 528,000
SF increase in occupancy 2015 and the first half of 2016.
Thanks in part to the leasing of the balance of the former
Heilig-Meyers warehouse building. Victorville absorbed
122,000 SF of space during the two years ending in 2014.
Another 33,000 SF was added to the demand in 2015
and the first six months of 2016. The decrease in demand
for industrial space in the High Desert in 2013 and 2014
was more than offset by the substantial growth in demand
during the last 18 months.

❘ www.cbcdesert.com ❘ CalBRE #01857050
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Figure 3

High Desert Industrial Net Absorption, Construction,
Deliveries and Vacancy by Year 2007 - 2nd Qtr. 2016

The lower level of absorption during the last three and a half years is
mostly due to lack of demand; however, the fact the market was supply
constrained was also a contributing factor. This is evident from the low
vacancy rates, which are summarized in Figure 3 and detailed by size of
building in Figure 6. The vacancy level at the end of 2007 was 654,000
SF. This was equivalent to a vacancy rate of 4.4%. The following year
the vacancy reached 2.4 million SF, because of the construction of
two large buildings at SCLA that did not have any preleasing and the
closure of the Heilig-Meyers operation. The overall vacancy rate was
14.3%; but a review of Figure 6 would reveal that most of the vacancy
was concentrated in buildings larger than 50,000 SF. The vacancy rate
for that size category was 21.6%. This excess supply of large industrial
buildings was eventually absorbed by the expansion of the industrial
base at SCLA and the recent leasing of the Heilig-Meyers facility to
Rubbermaid. There was 994,000 SF of vacant industrial space in the
High Desert as of the end of the 2nd Quarter 2016. The vacancy rate
for the High Desert decreased from 6.6% at the end of 2012 to 5.5%
by 2nd Quarter 2016. Some of this increase was due to the delivery of
additional space in early 2013. At the end of the period of study the
vacancy rate for buildings less than 10,000 SF was 4.0%; for buildings
10,000 to 24,999 SF the rate was 3.6% and for 25,000 to 49,999
SF the vacancy rate 4.9%. The industrial market in the High Desert for
small to medium size industrial buildings has excess demand. The lack
of supply has been limiting the absorption of industrial space.
Figure 7 summarizes the vacancy rates and rent levels for individual
cities in the High Desert. Over the last 3½ years, the vacancy rate for
the City of Victorville declined by 20 basis points to 7.9%, while the
rate for the Town of Apple Valley decreased from 3.2% to 1.9%. The
vacancy rate in the City of Adelanto went from 3.2% in 2012 to
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Figure 5 depicts the Net Absorption by building size. Over the last 9½
years most of the increase in occupancy occurred in large industrial
boxes as large warehousing and manufacturing operations expanded
into Victorville and Apple Valley. Buildings of 50,000 SF or greater
absorbed 2,871,000 SF. In the last 3½ years the big boxes experienced
a Net Absorption of 340,000 SF. Buildings ranging from 25,000 to
49,999 SF had a 233,000 SF increase in occupancy. However,
buildings in this size category had a slight decrease in occupancy over
after 2012. Industrial facilities with a floor area of 10,000 to 24,999
SF absorbed 548,000 SF during the decade; and 124,000 SF from
2013 through the 2nd Quarter 2016. Buildings with less than 10,000
SF of floor area realized an increased in occupancy of 158,000 SF over
the last 9½ years; but less than 8,000 SF since 2012.

3,000,000

1.9% at the end of the 2nd Quarter 2016. The vacancy rate for the
City of Hesperia declined from 17.2% to 1.7%. The vacancy rate
for the last three cities is extremely low. The City of Barstow had a
fairly high vacancy rate as of June 2016 as well as the prior three
years. The high Vacancy Rates in the City of Barstow reflects the
limited expansion of the industrial base, which has made it difficult
to lease the former Yellow Freight’s 156,000 SF cross-dock facility.
The total vacancy in Barstow is 196,000 SF of which 113,000 SF
is directly related to the former Yellow Freight facility. The remaining
83,000 SF of vacant space is in several buildings. If you exclude
the former Yellow Freight facility the vacancy rate in the balance of Figure 6
the industrial stock is approximately 7.3%.
The Asking Rents depicted in Figure 7 are the sum of the NNN
Base Rent and the NNN Charges for Property Taxes, Insurance and
Common Area Maintenance (CAM). The rents reflect the average of
all the properties available for lease as of the end of each year and
as such reflect the location, quality and condition of the properties
listed as well a current market trends. Because the number
of properties listed for lease in the High Desert is substantially
greater than in any one city, reported rents for High Desert are
more stable and provide a better estimate of rent trends for the
region. Average Rents for the High Desert increased from a low of
$0.36 per SF in 2013 to $0.49 per SF. This is consistent with the
assessment of real estate agents who believe industrial rents have
increased significantly because the industrial market is tight. Rents
in Apple Valley increased $0.07 over the last 2½ years; Barstow’s
rents increased $0.10 per SF; and average rents in Hesperia
increased by $0.12 per SF; Rents in Victorville are statistically
unchanged over the 2½-year period. The rents in Adelanto do not
reflect the asking rates for space that is offered for the cultivation
of Medical Marijuana. Recent increases in rents reflect a tightening
of the industrial market in the High Desert. While actual effective
rents are still below the level required to support new construction;
the gap is definitely decreasing and may soon justify speculative
development.
The Sale Price per Square foot of industrial buildings has declined
since the start of the Great Recession. However, in 2014 the sales
price per SF of floor area appeared to have bottomed out at a
level substantially below replacement costs. This was also true for
industrial land values. Since the beginning of 2015 there have
been a limited number of land sales; however, they indicate a
partial rebound in industrial land values. Outside of Adelanto’s
Marijuana Cultivation Zone there have been 25 sales involving
industrial buildings in the High Desert where the purchase price
was greater than $350,000 during the last 18 months. The largest
transaction involved the sale of the former Heilig-Meyers building
at 10200 Amargosa Road in the City of Hesperia. The purchase
price was $23,000,000 for the 488,817 Sf facility. The sales price
was $47.05 per SF for a building that was 51% occupied as of
the date of sales on May 18, 2016. The next largest transaction
involved a 150,000 SF industrial building at 8787 Caliente Road
in the City of Hesperia. The Sales Price was $5,100,000 or $34.00
per SF. The date of Sale was February 16, 2016.

High Desert Industrial Vacancy Rates by Floor Area of
Building 2007 - 2nd Quarter 2016
25.00%
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15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%

2007
1 to 9,999 SF
10,000 - 24,999 SF
25,000-49,999 SF
50,000 SF and Over
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7.50% 4.10% 3.60%
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Figure 7

Asking Industrial Monthly Rents per SF and Vacancy Rates in
the High Desert Sub-Market 2013 Through 2nd Qtr. 2016
$0.70
$0.60

Asking Rents per SF

It appears that the demand for industrial space in the High Desert will
continue to increase for the next two years. The Sterling Company has
started construction on a 449,000 SF building at SCLA. Approximately
half of that building has been preleased to Arden Companies, a
manufacturer of Patio Furniture Cushions, that is expected to add 100
employees in early 2017; and Rubbermaid has leased the other half.
Also, Watson Land is expected to sell 106 acres of land to a national
firm that intends to build a 1.3 million SF warehousing and distribution
facility in the Apple Valley Industrial Park; and the demand for industrial
buildings in the City of Adelanto is projected to increase substantially
for the reason discussed later on in this report.
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Industrial Repor t continued on page 40
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Retail Inventory by City in the High Desert - 2nd Quarter 2016
Retail Inventory by City in the High

Desert at End of 2015

Figure 1
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High Desert Retail Inventory by Product Type 2007 - 2nd Quarter 2016
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Coldwell Banker Commercial Victor ville, California

The Transition of more cost efficient Retailers
in the High Desert is 90% complete
Dr. Ronald J. Barbieri, Ph.D., CPA

3,118,471

Adelanto

Retail Market Watch

Vacancy Rate increased
slightly to 11.0% at the
mid-year of 2016.

Substantial increase of
absorption to 85,000 SF

Lease Rates of $1.02
PSF was essentially
unchanged over 2015.

Coldwell Banker Commercial

At the end of the 2nd Quarter 2016, as depicted in
Figure 1 there was 17,627,000 Square Feet (SF) of
retail space in the High Desert. This reflects a 16%
increase over the beginning inventory for 2007. The City
of Victorville, which historically has been the dominant
retail core for the High Desert Region, accounted
for 43% of the stock of retail space. The Cities of
Apple Valley, Barstow and Hesperia each represented
approximately 16 to 18% of the regions square footage
of retail space. Adelanto, with one neighborhood center
and some additional retail stores represented 1.6%.
The rural, unincorporated areas of the High Desert
accounted for the remaining 3.7% of the retail stock.
A multi-tenant, junior anchor retail building adjacent
to the Super Walmart in Victorville was completed
and leased to Staples, Dollar Tree and Michaels. The
Tilted Kilt restaurant and bar and Planet Fitness also
opened in the Vallarta Market anchored Shopping
Center in Victorville. Tractor Supply opened in a
newly constructed building immediately west of The
Super Target in Hesperia. Speed-wash, Habit Burgers,
Pieology Pizza, Petco, Yoguatland and Firehouse Subs
also leased space in the new satellite buildings around
the Super Walmart in Hesperia.
As of June 2016, Neighborhood Centers with 4 million
SF represented 23% of the retail space in the High
Desert (Figure 2). General retail buildings, which include
freestanding buildings not in shopping centers such as
restaurants, automotive dealerships, and independent
buildings on retail shopping streets, represented 5.9
million SF; and constituted 34% of the of retail stock.
There was more than 1.6 million SF in Strip Centers,
which represented 10%. The “Power Centers to Malls”
category includes Community Centers, Life Style
Centers, Outlet Centers and Regional Malls in addition
to Power Centers.
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Victorville, CA 92392

❘

760-684-8000

The Inventory of Power Centers to Retail Malls with over
6.0 million SF of floor area accounted for 35% of the
square footage of retail space in the High Desert. A
total of 3.5 million SF was delivered in the High Desert
over the past 9½ years, of which 3.2 million SF came
online between 2006 through 2009 in response to the
growth in population that occurred from 2003 through
2008 when the annual increase in population averaged
24,000. As the level of population growth slowed
significantly as a result of the Great Recession, the
volume of retail development was significantly curtailed.
Only 1,059,000 SF was delivered over the last 6½
years. Three Super Walmart Centers and their shadow
retail stores accounted for approximately 80% of the
retail space added after 2009.
From 2007 through June 2016, the cumulative Net Absorption
of retail space in the High Desert was 2.5 million SF (Figure
3). Of that amount, 1.9 million SF occurred from 2007 through
2008. The Great Recession resulted in (167,000) SF of negative
absorption in the High Desert from 2009 through 2011. The
increase of 883,000 SF of occupied retail space in the High
Desert from 2012 through 2nd Quarter 2016 can be attributed to
the delivery and opening of Super Walmart stores in the Cities of
Victorville and Hesperia as well as the opening of Macy’s, Dick’s
Sporting Goods and an expanded J.C. Penney’s at The Mall of
Victor Valley and El Super Grocery
Figure 4 depicts the Net Absorption by year for each of the four
types of retail properties. Over the 9½-year period ending in 2015,
83% of the Net Absorption in the High Desert was in the Power
Centers and the Mall of Victor Valley. In the last 4½ years they
absorbed 128%, because of the other product types had negative
absorption of the Net Absorption in All Product Types. Neighborhood
Centers experienced a (107,000) negative absorption over the
same 9½-year period in spite of having suffered a (344,000)
SF decline in occupancy over the last 4½ years. One factor that
added to the absorption of primary and junior anchor space in
older Neighborhood and Community Centers was the increased
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The rise in vacancy levels that began in 2008 and peaked in 2012 were
mostly the result of the Great Recession; although overbuilding during the
recession also contributed to the excess vacancy (Figure 3). By the 2nd
Quarter of 2016 the vacancy rate for the High Desert had decreased to
11.0%, which though high was significantly less than the 12.3% vacancy
rate at yearend 2012. With the exception of the City of Adelanto, all the
other incorporated areas had some degree of excess vacancy at the end of
the 2nd Quarter 2016 (Figure 7). Victorville had a vacancy rate of 10.6%,
which was 1.4% greater than 2015 (primarily a result of the delivery of
two new Walmarts). The vacancy rate for the Town of Apple Valley was
11.7% which was unchanged for the last 2½ years. Most of the Town’s
excess vacancy was created in 2011 due to the closing of the Lowes Home
Improvement Center, which accounted for 4.2% of the total retail stock;
and the construction of a misplaced shopping center on Bear Valley Road
and Central Road. If adjustments were made for these two facilities the
vacancy rate in the Town would be 5.6%, which is normal. The vacancy rate
in the City of Hesperia was 6.9% in June 2016. The City of Adelanto had
a vacancy rate of 1.3% at the end of the period studied, which is primarily
related to their limited stock of retail space.

Figure 4

New restaurant chains are continuing to expand in the High Desert. Former
Carl’s Junior on Mariposa Road in the City of Victorville was remodeled and
opened as a Steak ‘n Shake. A BJ’s Brewery Restaurant opened in The City
of Victorville’s restaurant row near the Super-Walmart on Armargosa Road.

Vacancy Rates increased from 2007 to 2009 for the four retail product
types, because of both the great recession and a number of new Power
Centers came on line. The vacancy rate for Strip Centers increased from
6.7% at yearend 2007 to 13.6% in 2009 as new development pulled
tenants from existing Strip centers. Vacancy rates declined to 9.1% by the
end of 2011. By the 2nd Quarter 2016 the rate had declined to 8.4%, of
which 3.4% was likely Excess Vacancy.
The vacancy rate for General Retail buildings increased from 3.5% in 2007
to 6.1% in 2009. The current vacancy rate is 6.2%. The Vacancy Rate for
Power Centers, Community Centers and the Mall of Victor Valley increased
from 7.2 % in 2007 to 19.6% at the end of 2011. By the 2nd Quarter
2016 the vacancy level was 11.0%. However, most of the excess vacancy
is the Lowes building, and in older, functionally obsolete buildings and
in properties that suffer from locational obsolescence. At yearend 2007
Neighborhood Centers had a vacancy rate of 5.7%. Over the next two years
the vacancy rate increased to 11.3%. The vacancy rate for Neighborhood
Centers continued to increase to 19.4% by the 2nd Quarter 2016. The less
desirable Neighborhood Centers are losing out to Power Centers. Some are
suffering from functional and locational obsolescence.
Two more Super-Walmart Centers are planned for Victorville and Apple
Valley. This could add an estimated 250,000 SF of retail space to both
the City of Victorville and the Town of Apple Valley. In Barstow, an existing
Walmart general merchandizing store is being expanded by approximately
80,000 SF to create a Super Walmart with a grocery element included. The
expansion and renovation is projected to be completed by the end of this
year. The Super Target was scheduled to be built next to the Home Depot on
Roy Rogers Drive in Victorville was postponed; and the Target on Palmdale
Road in Victorville was closed thus increasing the vacancy factor.

R EAL ESTATE SOLU T IONS

Figure 6

Figure 3

Figure 5

RETAIL REPORT

Hispanic retailers in the High Desert. Strip Centers accounted for 7% of
the Net Absorption of retail space in the High Desert from 2007 through
the 2nd Quarter 2016. For the last 5½ years the occupancy level of Strip
Centers has been stable. General Retail space had a Net Absorption of
84,000 SF in during the last 5½ years and accounted for 356,000 SF or
14% of the increase in occupancy for the last 9½ years. The expansion of
automotive dealerships in the City of Victorville explains a portion of this
absorption. A Dodge RAM truck dealership is currently under construction
and Toyota is expanding their footprint with a new dealership facility.

HIGH DESERT MARKET WATCH

Figure 6 includes a summary of the average Quoted Rents in the High
Desert for the last 2½ years. These are average asking rents as reported by
Costar, which do not reflect negotiated Effective Rents, which in some cases
are often lower. The rents reflect the NNN Rents and the NNN Charges,
which reimburse the Landlord for Property Taxes, Property Insurance and
Common Area Maintenance (CAM) expenses.
Average annual Quoted Rents for a city can vary substantially from year to
year due to shifts in the quality and location of product that is available
for lease. Retail Rents peaked in 2007 and 2008. With the advent of the
Great Recession Quoted Rents began to decline until they bottomed out
at the end of 2013. Effective rents have increased slightly over the last few
years; however, they remain substantially below the levels of boom years
of 2006 and 2007. When the development of Single Family homes in the
High Desert rebounds and the population growth begins to approach long
term expectations retail rents are projected to increase significantly. Until
then retail rents are expected to experience incremental increases as retail
sales in the High Desert track with the temporary slow growth in population
and low rates of inflation.

become more cost conscious shoppers. This transition to more cost efficient
retailers is estimated to be more than 90% complete for the High Desert.
Most of the excess vacant space created because of the Great Recession and
over building has been absorbed. Much of today’s vacancy is in neighborhood
centers that suffer from locational and functional obsolescence as a result of
the success of the power centers that have multiple large retailers that attract
more of the shoppers.
The High Desert is expected to complete the transition to more cost efficient
retailers. Walmart plans two more superstores. One is slated for the Town
of Apple Valley and another is planned for the eastern edge of Victorville.
Over the next few years, taxable retail sales are expected to continue to
increase because of inflation, population growth and any increase in Average
Household Income. A significant increase in employment and wages and
salaries must occur before there is a substantial increase in retail sales. Until
that occurs there will only be modest increases in the average rent per SF of
floor area.

Since the Great Recession of 2007 – 2009 the Inland Empire and the High
Desert have seen many higher priced retailers such as Ralphs in Apple
Valley and Vons in Hesperia replaced by purveyors of more economically
priced goods and services including Walmart, 99 Cents Only Stores, Dollar
General, Family Dollar and Dollar Tree to name a few. Also, many operators
have reduced the size of their stores because as in most areas of the
United States, real household income for the lower 90% of the households
based on income has declined since the Great Recession forcing many to
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CAPITAL MARKETS

2016

Cap Rate

Cap Rate

Capital Markets
Coldwell Banker Commercial Victor ville, California

Strong Demand Fuels Activity
Jason Lamoreaux

Jason Lamoreaux
President / Broker

Sales
Volume
Sales
Volume

Copyrighted report licensed to Coldwell Banker Commercial Real Estate Solutions - 485353.

Demand
Demand remained strong
with foreign capital
continuing to drive the
investment market.

Inventory

Copyrighted report licensed to Coldwell Banker Commercial Real Estate Solutions - 485353.

Cap Rate
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Capital markets which primarily consists of investment
grade and net leased properties continues to outpace
inventory, attributing to continued downward pressure
on Capitalization (CAP) Rates. A multitude of political
unrest, economic upheaval, currency crises and one
of the largest migration of refugees globally have
fueled the influx of foreign capital seeking a safe
harbor in the United States. While the financial crises
in Asia, primarily China, has reduced the ability of
foreign investors to move capital from their respective
countries, investment in the United States and
specifically California remains strong.

•

Quantitative easing implemented by the Federal
Reserve has kept interest rates low, allowing borrowers
to increase their rate of return on investment (ROI).
In turn, CAP Rates have decreased as investors
utilize attractive financing to increase their spread on
investment properties. Further pressure on CAP Rates
is attributed to the high demand for a limited inventory
of investment grade and net leased properties.

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Country Inn & Suites – A 52,692 SF 92 room hotel on
Lenwood Road, Barstow - $10.5m
KinderCare – A 8,930 SF building on Bear Valley Road,
Victorville - $4.6m, 5.67% CAP Rate, $515 PSF
Starbucks – A 2,370 SF building on Bear Valley Road,
Victorville - $2.13m, 4.65% CAP Rate, $898 PSF
Starbucks – A 1,920 SF building on Palmdale Road,
Victorville - $2.13m, 4.7% CAP Rate, $1,107 PSF
Del Taco – A 1,932 SF building on Main Street, Hesperia $1.64m, 5.0% CAP Rate, $846 PSF
Carl’s Jr – A 2,830 SF building on Highway 18, Apple
Valley - $2.65m, 3.8% CAP Rate, $936 PSF
Family Dollar – A 9,180 SF building on Helendale Road,
Helendale - $2.3m, 6.0% CAP Rate, $251 PSF
Rite Aid – A 16,804 SF building on Highway 18, Apple
Valley - $4.8m, 7.3% CAP Rate, $283 PSF
DaVita Dialysis – A 11,780 SF building on Amargosa
Road, Victorville - $5.76m, 5.5% CAP Rate, $489 PSF
Tractor Supply – A 18,800 SF building on Main Street,
Hesperia - $6.44m, 5.3% CAP Rate, $342 PSF
Dollar General - A 9,026 SF building on HWY 18,
Lucerne Valley - $2.9m, 6.5% CAP Rate, $321 PSF

The High Desert, which enjoys CAP rates typically •
50 to 100 basis points above coastal markets, has
experienced an increase in activity which has resulted
Volume by Buyer Type
in a decrease of CAP Rates. One prime exampleSales
is Volume bySales
Buyer Type
the sale of a Carl’s Jr net lease investment which sold
for $2,650,000, representing a 3.8% CAP Rate, which
is one of the lowest recorded CAP Rates in the High
Desert in recent history.

Strond demand
continues to add pressure in an already tight
market. Average Days on
Market for new listings
Activity in the first half of 2016 was brisk with several
Sales
Type trading in the 5% CAP Rate range. Inventory
fell below
30 Volume
days. by Buyer
properties

CAP Rates continues
to decline as demand
reduces inventory levels
and borrowing cost
remain low

Coldwell Banker Commercial

in the High Desert remained low and competitive, with
most properties on market for less than thirty days.
The market remains a seller’s market with sellers
concerned about securing replacement properties.
As the Federal Reserve looks to gradually increase
rates, while addressing concerns of inflation, CAP
Rates could level off and possibly increase as
borrowing rates increase. We anticipate demand to
remain strong through 2016 with buyers outpacing
sellers.
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High Desert Sales Volume

2012
2016

Land Market Watch
Coldwell Banker Commercial Victor ville, California

Land is Back in Style
Jason Lamoreaux

Jason Lamoreaux
President / Broker

Quarterly Transaction Count - Land Transactions by Areas

Activity

Inventory

Current
Development
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Transactional volume
increased 48.9%, while
dollar volume increased
63.9% over the same period
in 2015

Inventory has increased
as sellers anticipate a
rise in value as activity
increases.

Building permits for new
housing starts along
the new commercial
contruction and tenant
improvement has
increased significantly

Coldwell Banker Commercial

The first half of 2016 posted significant gains in
vacant land activity, with transactional volume
increasing 48.0% year over year, while sales volume
increased 63.9% during the same time period. The
average transaction price increased 10.3% in Q2 of
2016 over the same time period in 2015, indicating
a steady increase in land values for the High Desert.

Demand will increase for residential and industrial
properties in the second half of 2016, and well into
2017 as both sectors continue to expand. Land
values are anticipated to increase during the same
period as demand for retail, industrial and residential
parcels increase in the High Desert.

Demand for commercial parcels with retail potential
remained steady during the first two quarters of
2016. The High Desert experienced increased
activity in residential and multi-family parcels in the
first half of 2016 as the building industry increased
production to meet demand.

•

New housing starts have increased year over year,
with the City of Victorville projected to issue 118
single family residential (SFR) permits in 2016,
an increase of 44.3% over prior year. The City of
Hesperia is projected to issue 127 SFR permits in
2016, a 11.3% increase over prior year, with The
Town of Apple Valley projected to issue 117, an 8.3%
increase. The City of Barstow is projected to issue 3
SFR permits in 2016, with no SFR permits issued in
the prior three years. Adelanto is projected to issue
19 SFR permits in 2016, a decrease of 67.5% from
the prior year. The incorporated areas of the High
Desert are projected to issue 383 SFR permits in
2016, an increase of 6.7% over the prior year.
Activity also increased in the Industrial sector as
vacancy rates continue to decline regionally, with
limited inventory. Demand for property in Adelanto’s
cannabis cultivation area has fueled prices as well as
demand in neighboring cities as tenants and owners
alike relocate to make room for the cannabis industry.
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88.63 acres on Main St. Hesperia $12,740,000/$3.30 PSF

•

398.3 acres on Air Expressway, Victorville $5,000,000/$0.29 PSF

•

60.45 acres on Mariposa Road, Hesperia $1,589,500

•

5.58ac Industrial, Main St. Barstow for $814,500

•

72 SFR finished lots in Victorville; $2.450,000 or
$34,000 per lot

•

60 parcels totaling approx. 831 acres in Victorville
and Adelanto for $2,050,000.

•

•3.32 acres on Highway 395, Hesperia - $1,900,000

•

10.69 acres on Live Oak, Hesperia - $1,210,000

•

•4.38 acres on Yucca Rd., Adelanto - $1,000,000

•

4.68 acres on Muskrat Rd, Adelanto - $1,470,000

•

22 SFR finished lots on Taft Ave, Hesperia $660,000
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Office Inventory by City in the High
Office Inventory
byof
City
in the High
Desert as
2015

2016

Desert as of 2nd Quarter 2016

Office Inventory by City in the High Desert as of 2nd Quarter 2016
30,839

Figure 1
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High Desert Office Net Absorption, Deliveries, Under Construction
and Vacancy by Year 2007 - 2nd Quarter 2016
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Vacancy rates were
essentially the same as
2015, ending Q2 2016
at 5.8%

-1.00%

Absorption
Absorption rate slowed
in 2016

Lease Rates
Lease rates increased
slightly to $1.40 PSF.
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Coldwell Banker Commercial Victor ville, California

The Off ice Market is Stable due to the Moderate
Expansion of Medical Ser vices
Dr. Ronald J. Barbieri, Ph.D., CPA

High Desert Office Net Absorption, Deliveries, Under Construction and Vacancy by the Year 2007-2nd Quarter 2016
Figure 2

Office Market Watch

Coldwell Banker Commercial

As of the 2nd Quarter 2016 there were 876 office
buildings in the High Desert with a total Net Rentable
Area (NRA) of 5,738,000 SF (Figure 1). Most of the
stock of office buildings consists of Class B and C
buildings. A majority of the Class A, premier office
buildings delivered between 2004 and 2011 in the
High Desert were constructed for local governments
and public agencies. The Town of Apple Valley built
a 35,900 SF Animal Services building and 22,800
SF Town Hall Annex. The Mojave Water Agency built a
25,300 SF Headquarters facility. The City of Hesperia
and San Bernardino County built approximately
183,000 SF of public facilities that Costar classified
as office space. Victorville constructed a new 59,000
SF City Hall.
The City of Victorville accounted for 48% of the total
inventory of office space in the High Desert; followed
by the Town of Apple Valley with 21%, Hesperia with
17% and Barstow with 11%. Approximately 3% of the
office stock was in Adelanto and the unincorporated,
rural areas accounted for less than 1% of the total
NRA of office space.
Over the 9½-year period ending in June 2016, a total
of 679,000 SF of office space was constructed in the
High Desert (Figure 2. Higher levels of office building
construction began in 2000 and continued through
2009; however, there was little new construction
starts after 2008. A total of 1,274,000 SF was
delivered between 2000 and 2011. In the 4½ years
thereafter only 62,000 SF was completed. As of the
2nd Quarter 2016 there was only 7,700 SF under
construction, all of it in the private sector.
From 2007 through June of 2016 the High Desert
experienced a Net Absorption of 547,000 SF. Most
of the increase in occupancy occurred prior to 2011.
During that 4-year period the cumulative absorption

❘ 15500 W Sand St. ❘

Victorville, CA 92392

❘

760-684-8000

was 413,000 SF. From 2011 through 2nd Quarter
2016 office users only occupied an additional
134,000 SF.
Over the last 9½ years the Town of Apple Valley
absorbed 248,000 SF of office space; Adelanto
absorbed less than 1,000 SF; Barstow gained 19,000
SF of occupancy; Hesperia absorbed 68,000 SF and
Victorville experienced a 202,000 SF increase in
occupancy. The rural areas absorbed 8,700 SF. A
substantial portion of this absorption was in newly
constructed government related facilities that are
currently underutilized. Local governments will likely
be able to accommodate most of their expansion for
the next 15 to 25 years in their existing facilities; thus
obviating the need for such additional government
facilities over the next two decades.
A significant portion of the increase in demand for
the office space owned by the private sector involved
governmental entities or organizations funded
through government programs. It is estimated that
such organizations accounted for more than a 30%
of the absorption of office space in the High Desert
over the last 9½ years. Such demand for office space
from this segment has continued to increase since
2011 and will likely continue expanding for the
foreseeable future; though perhaps at a reduced
pace.
The expansion of health services accounted for
a substantial portion of the increased demand for
office space in the region. Medical tenants have
clustered around Saint Mary Medical Center in the
Town of Apple Valley, along Hesperia Road north of
Bear Valley Road in Victorville, as well as in other
office nodes. The Health Services industry is expected
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Figure 4

Figure 3

High Desert Office Annual Net Absorption by City
2007 - 2nd Quarter 2016

Quoted Office Annual Rents per SF and Vacancy Rates by
Year and by High Desert Sub-Market 2013 - 2nd Qtr. 2016
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that experienced a 480 basis point decline in its Vacancy Rate since
the end of 2014.

As of June 2016 approximately half the demand for office
space consisted of the typical population supporting
suburban office tenants, which includes firms in the Finance,
Insurance and Real Estate industries and the professional
services providers including accountants, financial advisors
and attorneys. This segment of the office demand appears to
have stabilized since 2012. As the population growth of the
High Desert accelerates this segment of office space demand
is also expected to expand, albeit at a more subdued rate
because of the trend to reduce the amount of office space
required per employee.

Rents are still well below replacement costs in the High Desert; but
not because of high vacancy levels. Rents are suppressed because
of the low level of absorption. Since the end of the Great Recession
the owners of existing buildings have been lowering rents in order to
keep existing tenants in their buildings while competing with similar
buildings for new tenants. Landlords looking to retain tenants while
attracting new tenants attributed to the decline in rents from 2008
through 2012.For the 3½ years ending with the 2nd Quarter 2016,
asking office rents have increased as the market improves and
vacancy rates decline. This is reflected in Figure 4.

At the end of the 2nd Quarter 2016 the vacancy rate for
office buildings across the High Desert was 6.3% (Figure 4),
which was equivalent to 330,000 SF of vacant space (Figure
2). This compared 6.7% in the year 2007 or 353,000 SF of
unoccupied office space. The vacancy levels peaked at 7.8%
in 2009 due to (26,000) SF of negative absorption and
the delivery of approximately 27,000SF of new space. The
vacancy level at the end of 2009 was 428,000 SF. As of
June 2016, Victorville had the highest vacancy rate at 7.1%
followed by Apple Valley at 5.1%. The City of Barstow had a
Vacancy Rate of 5.0%. The Vacancy Rate for Hesperia was
3.9% and Adelanto’s was 1.8%. In general, Vacancy Rates
have declined since 2012. Barstow is a relative small market

The Asking Rents depicted in Figure 5 are the sum of the NNN
Base Rent and the NNN Charges for Property Taxes, Insurance and
Common Area Maintenance (CAM). The rents reflect the average of
all the properties available for lease as of the end of each year; and,
as such, reflect the location, quality and condition of the properties
listed as well a current market trends. Because the number of
properties listed for lease in the High Desert is substantially greater
than in any one city, reported rents for High Desert are more stable
and provide a better estimate of rent trends for the region. Average
Rents for the High Desert increased from a low of $1.29 per SF in
2013 to $1.40 per SF in the 2nd Quarter 2016. This is consistent
with the assessment of real estate agents who believe office rents
have increased somewhat. Recent increases in rents reflect a slight
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to continue absorbing office space in the High Desert.
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tightening of the office market. Actual effective rents are
still below the level required to support the development of
speculative office space where none or little of the space is
preleased.

0.0%

not expected to materialize until there is a substantial
growth in population and household income as a result
of significant job formation in the Inland Empire and
single family home construction in the High Desert.

The Sale Price per Square foot of office space has declined
since the start of the Great Recession. However, in 2014 the
sales price per Square Foot of floor area appears to have
bottomed out at a level substantially below replacement
costs. Land values for office space sites firmed up in 2015,
and increased slightly in the first half of 2016, however, there
is a large spread between the asking price for buildings and
land and what would be buyers are willing to pay.
Over the next five years there will likely be a continued growth
in the demand for office space in the High Desert due to
the expansion of the Health Services. Much of this increase
demand will likely by accommodated by professionals
and institutions in the Health Services industry developing
their own facility and occupying a substantial portion of
the building for their own use. Governmental organizations
involved in education and social services will likely require
a limited amount of additional office space; but it is
highly unlikely that any of the local governments will need
additional facilities; nor will they have the financial resources
to funds such capital expenditures with the elimination of
Redevelopment Agencies. Finally, the increase demand for
office space from the typical suburban office space users is
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CBC Retail Specialist
DiCosola Delivers Yet
Another Retailer to Jess
Ranch Marketplace
Victorville, Calif. – Coldwell Banker Commercial
continues to expand the High Desert’s retail
options in the Jess Ranch Marketplace located at
Bear Valley and Apple Valley Road. Nick Di Cosola,
Retail specialist and Senior Vice President of
Coldwell Banker Commercial, coordinated a three
year lease representing both the landlord and the
tenant of the Jess Ranch Marketplace’s newest
eatery, HayBird’s Hot Dogs. Already responsible
for coordinating the lease of more than six other
tenants in the Jess Ranch Marketplace, Di Cosola
takes pride in working with local businesses to
bring economic growth to the High Desert.
The ±1,129 square foot brick and mortar
restaurant will feature a variety of premium dogs
and sausages as well as burgers, specialty fries
and chips and homemade chili. What started out
as a mobile trailer built to cater special events
has now grown into one of the High Desert’s most
anticipated restaurants. “We are extremely pleased
to bring more dining options to the community.
What’s particularly rewarding is assisting small
business owners in making their dreams come to
fruition. There are numerous factors to consider
when setting a new business up for success
and location is a top priority. I thoroughly enjoy
providing my clients with the tools they need to
succeed,” stated Di Cosola.
With many of Di Cosola’s Jess Ranch Marketplace
clients experiencing success such as Giuseppe’s
Pizza & Italian Restaurant, Fashionology, Osh Kosh
B’Gosh, Angel Spa & Nails, All Pro Pool Supplies,
M&M Jewelers and more, many prospective tenants
are turning to Di Cosola for their commercial real
estate needs. “Nick has done an outstanding job
in leading his clients toward success. By assisting
both the tenant and the landlord in many of these
transactions, Di Cosola has fostered smooth
and timely transactions,” stated Coldwell Banker
Commercial President, Jason Lamoreaux.

CBC Multi-Family Team Basen & Schendel
sell 12 Units for $1,200,000
Victorville, Calif. – Coldwell Banker Commercial Vice President and Multi-Family Specialist,
Bob Basen along with Multi-Family Specialist Jerrad Schendel coordinated the sale of a 12
unit apartment building on Apple Valley Road in Apple Valley, CA. The apartments totaling
15,540 SF are situated on two lots totaling 47,360 square feet and located in the highly
sought after Desert Knolls area of Apple Valley.
The Seller, looking to reposition their portfolio and dispose of the property in a short time
period, contacted Coldwell Banker Commercial to facilitate the disposition of the property
for top dollar in short order. With Basen and Schendel’s expertise and extensive contact
lists, the agents provided two quality offers within a week time. Shortly thereafter, a
purchase agreement was negotiated with one of the prospective buyers and within 45 days,
a successful transaction was recorded.
“We reached out to our extensive database of potential buyers that would have interest
in the asset class and be able to close quickly. Our tools and contacts at Coldwell Banker
Commercial were immensely helpful during this process and left us confident that we could
find the right buyer for the property,” stated Basen. “With these tools we were able to create
a successful transaction while achieving our client’s goal.”

$2,375,000 Adelanto Warehouse property
sold by Coldwell Banker Commercial’s
Steven Thompson
Victorville, Calif. – Steven Thompson, property investment specialist for Coldwell Banker
Commercial, has arranged the sale of 9248 Holly Rd, an insulated warehouse space located
in the Adelanto Industrial Business Park.
Representing the seller of the 16,656 SF space, Thompson procured several qualified offers
and and ultimately closed escrow with a Los Angeles based buyer for the warehouse within
50 days of listing the property. Through his extensive background in finance and customer
service paired with his constantly growing contact list and customer service centered
approach, Thompson was able to find a great fit for the property.
“The building’s unique location and features sparked a great deal of interest from the
community,” says Thompson. “The structure’s proximity to Hwy 395, Interstate 15 and
Southern California Logistics Airport offered a great appeal to clients.”
With approximately 2,100 SF of office space and 2,800 SF of Lab Area with Drop Down
Ceilings, the deal was closed for the sale of $2,375,000.
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CURRENT
CONDITIONS

Housing Market

Coldwell Banker Commercial Recognized as Best of
the High Desert

Housing
Inventory in Relation to Sold Units
Housing Inventory in Relation to Sold Units - 2001 to Present
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by consistent growth backed by a high level of service. It is our
goal to leave our clients with a positive long-lasting impression.
We look confidently towards the future to continue to grow our
success,” said Coldwell Banker Commercial President, Jason
Lamoreaux.

2000

Since 2011, Coldwell Banker Commercial has been honored with
the title of the Best of the Desert for Commercial Real Estate
voted by local Daily Press readers. This award, joins the list of
distinguished honors that Coldwell Banker Commercial has been
given, including the CoStar’s regional Power Broker award and
ranking in the top ten of the Lipsey Survey of commercial firms
nationally. In addition, Coldwell Banker Commercial ranked as
the number one commercial real estate firm in the High Desert,
making this the 6th year in a row as the High Desert’s number one
commercial real estate firm.

With a distinguished legacy and a tradition of service, Coldwell
Banker Commercial looks forward to continued growth and
involvement within the community.

The company attributes their success to their hard working real
estate professionals and dedicated support staff that continually
go above and beyond to create a great experience and build
relationships with their clients. Coldwell Banker Commercial’s
company culture developed around a productive and enthusiastic
work environment. With a team of writers, graphic artists, marketing
professionals, public relations directors, transaction coordinators
and a full service property management team, the Coldwell Banker
Commercial team continues to offer unparalleled services with
unique tools and resources.

2016
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Focused on commercial brokerage, leasing and property
management, the firm was built on a simple philosophy of
professionalism and client dedication. In an effort to create true
leading experts, Coldwell Banker Commercial associates specialize
in specific fields of practice, from multi-family, land, office, retail
and industrial, to special assets and capital market investments.
Associates also maintain involvement in their respective industry
through participation in ICSC, AIR, NAIOP and the Land Institute.
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_____________

VVictorville, Calif. – Coldwell Banker Commercial Real Estate
Solutions (CBC) has been named the “Best of the High Desert,” in
commercial real estate. Selected by Victorville Daily Press readers,
CBC is excited to receive this acknowledgement from community
members themselves. In addition to this success, CBC President
and Broker Jason Lamoreaux also received the award for “Best
Commercial Real Estate Agent” in the High Desert.

0

“It is a great honor to be recognized for our services here at Coldwell
Banker Commercial. We strive to continue to satisfy our client base
Coldwell Banker Commercial
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PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
Our Property Management Professionals
can assist you in any of these services:

2016

•

Comprehensive Monthly Reporting

•

Preparation and Service of Legal Notices

•

Monthly Rent Invoicing

•

Lease Negotiation & Renewal

•

Accounts Receivable & Payable

•

Forensic Audit & Property Transition

•

Expense Reconciliation

•

Capital & Expense Budget Preparation

•

Budgeting Control & Cost Containment

•

CAM Reconciliations & Budgeting

•

Financial Review & Analysis

•

Oversee Daily Property Operations

•

Lease Administration & Compliance

•

Fire/Life Safety Oversight

colleagues in over 500 CBC offices

•

Vendor Service Contract Management

•

Receivership Services

across the globe, Coldwell Banker

•

Tenant Retention

•

Property Maintenance Oversight

cutting-edge technology tools, property

•

Document Preparation & Review

•

Risk Management/ Insurance Compliance

management expertise and market

•

Maintain Property Records and Leases

•

CC&R Management Enforcement

management services. CBC associates

•

Routine Facility Inspections

•

Ownership Association Participation

•

Supervision of Maintenance Plan

•

Property Tax Appeals

•

Risk Management Programs & Assessment

•

Operating Expense & Rental Rate Benchmarking

•

Compliance of Environmental Issues

•

Owner/ Tenant Relations

CBC professionals come to their clients

•

Emergency Procedures

•

Legal Eviction Processes & Default Procedures

profitable ideas and solutions. Every

•

Construction Management of Tenant Improvements

•

Tenant Improvement Oversight

•

Disaster Recovery Plan

Property Management
Coldwell Banker Commercial Victor ville, California

Tenant Retention Tips:

The Coldwell Banker Commercial®
(CBC®) organization works closely with

8
#
1
#

management services geared toward
reducing expenses and increasing
tenant retention. With access to 4,000

Commercial

associates

have

the

serve as the owner’s representative
the

entire

project

or

transaction.

Meet your tenant
Even though the property was bought as an investment, you are still in
the people business and going out of your way to meet up with lessees
can lead to longer, more meaningful dealings between yourself and your
tenant. Also, understand their business and business model. They may
have unique requirements.

Improve property grounds

Tip:

as trusted advisors with innovative and

12

#

CBC professional is client-focused
and results-driven to meet the owner’s
expectations.

9

Tip:

#
R EAL ESTATE SOLU T IONS

Make sure you communicate with your tenants on a regular and
consistent basis throughout their tenancy. Let them know if there is a
scheduled maintenance such as parking lot cleaning so they can make
arrangements. Tenants don’t mind being inconvenienced once in awhile
as long as they are aware and can make the necessary arrangements.

Tip:

knowledge to provide you with superior

throughout

Communication is Key

Tip:

you to provide comprehensive property

Coldwell Banker Commercial

❘ 15500 W Sand St. ❘

Maintaining the front door to your property and the common areas
where people walk thru on a constant basis is an often overlooked and
important tool to help retain tenants. Plant flowers in the front of your
property. Keep the parking lot clean, the grass mowed and the bushes
trimmed. Make the property inviting to come into work.

Ask what would make the building better
Another great way to increase your relationship is to speak to your tenant
and inquire as to what would make their environment better to work in.
Tenants might have ideas, but don’t openly present them. Many times, it
may be something really small that could make the world of difference.
If it is a bigger item, it may be possible to amortize the cost in the general
operating expenses if all the tenants will benefit from the suggestions.
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High Desert Market Pulse
A Professional Perspective of our Community
Gaither
Loewenstein
City of Barstow
Economic Development &
Planning Manager
Commercial development in Barstow continues to be
strong in mid-year 2016. Construction on Montara Place,
a 300,000 square foot center anchored by Super WalMart,
has continued at a brisk pace, with opening of the anchor
store scheduled for 2017 and construction of out buildings
to begin shortly thereafter. Choice Medical Group’s new
17,000 square foot office facility is scheduled to open in
late summer. Four Asian –themed restaurants totaling 8,500
square feet are in the final stages of construction with
occupancy anticipated in late summer. Oggi’s Pizza opened
for business in June and has experienced strong traffic since
the grand opening. Marshall’s department store, located
adjacent to the recently opened Harbor Freight hardware
store, is completing its tenant improvements in preparation
for a Fall 2016 opening.
Hotel occupancy rates and restaurant sales growth in the
Lenwood Road/I-15 vicinity remain strong as the City has
completed review of one new hotel proposal and is in the
second round of review of building plans for a second new
hotel, with construction expected to commence in late 2016.
Negotiations with the State Lands Commission and CalTrans
concerning acquisition of property located in the Spanish
Trail Specific Plan area are nearing their conclusion and
it is expecteded that development of this long-anticipated
project will commence in late 2016.
The City of Barstow’s Economic Development and Planning
Office is available to provide immediate assistance,
including market analysis, technical assistance, site
identification and preliminary design and introduction to
the City’s key decision-makers. For additional information
contact Gaither Loewenstein, Economic Development and
Planning Manager at (760) 255-5177 or via email at
gloewenstein@barstowca.org.

Soua Vang
County of San Bernardino
Senior Economic Development
Coordinator

Innovative manufacturing industries continue to find
success in San Bernardino County due to the county’s
workforce and training advantages as well as its
proximity and access to the strong Southern California
consumer market.
Arden Companies, a manufacturer of outdoor living
products and accessories, announced plans to relocate
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Lisa K. LaMere

Orlando Acevedo

City of Hesperia
Economic Development Management Analyst
The sounds of construction continue to resonate
throughout the City of Hesperia, with much of it heard
along Main Street west of Interstate15 to east of the
California aqueduct, as well as on Mariposa between Bear
Valley Road and Main Street.
A 4,714-square-foot Sleep Train store, one of the nation’s
top mattress retailers, is under construction on Main Street
at the northwest corner of Cataba. Future plans for this site
also include an 8,754-square-foot multi-tenant building
that is currently going through entitlement.

Town of Apple Valley
Economic Develpoment Manager

Also near Mariposa are Eagle Real Estate Group’s new
low- and medium-income senior apartments, “the Villas, a
55+ community”. Groundbreaking took place at the Avenal
Street site in August. A spring 2017 completion date is
anticipated for the 4-building, 2-story complex of 1- and
2-bedroom units; the gated community will feature 96
apartments with many impressive amenities.

The highly successful High Desert Gateway, anchored by
Hesperia’s Super Target at I-15, has announced nearly
31,000 square feet of new tenants going into Phase
I, including an 18,000-square-foot Planet Fitness; a
7,500-square-foot Famous Footwear; and a 3,000-squarefoot Leslie’s Swimming Pool Supplies. M & M Jewelers and
Eyebrows A+ will occupy another 2,325 square feet.
Just east of the California Aqueduct on the north side of
Main Street is a project with planned senior condominiums,
an assisted living facility and adult day care center. The
project will include a campus with medical offices and
other senior-oriented retail uses.

Earlier this year, two first-in-the-region projects were
completed, including Country Kitchen, serving breakfast,
lunch and dinner in a newly renovated former Carrows
restaurant. Nutrishop, one of the fastest growing sports
nutrition, and vitamin retail chains, opened their doors
in the now fully-leased 14,000-square-foot multi-tenant
building near the Hesperia Walmart Supercenter in The
Marketplace on Main along Escondido.

Secard Pools, with eight locations in Southern California,
is making façade improvements to their existing building
on Mariposa and expanding with a new 9,998-square-foot
building.

Commercial, industrial, and office properties abound
throughout Hesperia, and this pro-development, customer
service-oriented City is serious about bringing your
business to Hesperia! To see how Hesperia can work

to Victorville in the High Desert to gain a larger West
Coast manufacturing footprint further accommodating
its increased production and warehousing. Arden cited
the support it received from the Victorville community
and San Bernardino County Economic Development
Agency as important to its move.

Ampac USA, a designer and manufacturer of advanced
water purification systems relocated from Los Angeles
County to Montclair, on the western edge of San
Bernardino County. According to AMPAC USA executives,
the Montclair facility supports its various manufacturing
functions, providing a smoother, more efficient process.
Over the coming months, San Bernardino County will work
with Ampac USA on workforce development initiatives and
state incentives and programs.

WISErg Corporation uses patented bio-technology
processes to convert landfill-bound food scraps into
a highly-productive liquid fertilizer. The firm recently
expanded into Colton, located in San Bernardino
County’s central valley, and worked proactively with
the San Bernardino County Economic Development
Agency and GoBIZ at the Governor’s office of Economic
Development. According to WISErg, the agencies were
invaluable in smoothing its entry to the California
market.

Finally, look for future Hesperia business development
in 2016, including a national grocery store, a national
automotive repair franchise, and a manufacturing facility.

These firms among others prove that the county continues
to offer the right mix of location, access and workforce that
helps manufacturers grow and thrive.

Apple Valley retail activity has experienced solid momentum
over the last 18 months. Pieology Pizzeria and Jimmy John’s
Gourmet Sandwiches recently opened their first locations
in the region at Mojave River Crossings, located at the
corner of Apple Valley and Bear Valley Roads, across the
street from Weingarten’s Jess Ranch Marketplace. National
retailer 99 Cents Only Store recently opened their doors
in the Rancherias Plaza, taking over 20,000 square feet
of a former Ralphs Grocery. The remaining 20,000 sq ft is
available for lease.

In addition to new store openings, Cinemark Theater
at Jess Ranch Marketplace is starting a $1.5 million
upgrade to their auditorium seating. The new “luxury
loungers” will offer patrons oversized, plush, electricpowered recliners with cup holders and footrests.
Walmart held a grand re-opening this summer,
wrapping up a $300,000 remodel project.

Young entrepreneurs are also finding success in
Apple Valley. Six Beans Coffee and Off the Grid
Brewery recently opened their first ever locations to
rave reviews and long lines. Tonyan Coffee Roaster
recently doubled their space to provide more
seating area and a coffee bar as their company
continues to grow.
The Apple Valley Gateway, a 10-acre, 80,480
square foot hotel and commercial project at the
northeast corner of Interstate 15 and Dale Evans
Parkway was recently entitled this year as well.
Belco Development, of Murrieta, is proposing to
construct an 84-room hotel, 43,000 square foot
three-story hotel, a 3,500 square-foot restaurant,
a 10,261 square foot retail building, and six
separate buildings, totaling 23,719 square feet
that includes three drive-through restaurants, two
gasoline stations, one with a drive-through, and a
retail building with a drive-through. The approved
parcel map subdivides 8.7 acres into eight parcels
ranging in size from 0.61-acres to 2.6-acres. Hotel
and tenant interest is now being accepted.

In April 2016, the County Board of Supervisors
approved a 249-acre project to be rezoned from
agricultural to residential within the Town’s sphere
of influence. The Lewis Operating Company’s Deep
Creek Project extends from Deep Creek Road and
Mockingbird Road, and is divided by Ocotillo Way.
This project will require improvements along these
three roadways, as well as Rock Springs Road,
to help mitigate traffic and the risk of washout.
Construction for Rock Springs Road improvements
is set to begin in 2018.
The Yucca Loma Bridge is finally complete. The bridge
itself came in on time and under budget according
to Town Engineer, Brad Miller. Road improvements
for Yucca Loma Road are expected to be completed
by the fall of 2017.

Keith C. Metzier
City of Victorville
Asst. City Manager
Victorville has been at the epicenter of growth for the
High Desert in the first half of 2016. With a burgeoning
population of 116,000 residents, our city continues to
attract new retailers, large manufacturing, new industrial
development and major filming companies to the city.
Kicking off 2016, the first BJ’s Restaurant and Brewhouse
in the Victor Valley opened their 7,525 square foot
location in February and set a new prototype weekly sales
record. BJ’s adds to our existing Restaurant Row along
Interstate-15 with visibility to 98,000 daily vehicles.
Additional retail is popping up throughout several locations
in Victorville. In civic center, Desert Plazas currently has
a Krispy Kreme under construction that will open in late
Summer 2016. The Plazas will be over 800,000 square
feet upon full build out. On the western edge of town,
the Crossroads @ 395 continues to expand with new
construction on Taco Bell and Wendy’s restaurants recently
completed. Opening in 2014, Crossroads is a 280,000
square foot retail center anchored by Walmart, with recent
tenants such as AutoZone, El Pollo Loco, Walgreens, Sally’s
Beauty Supply, Panda Express and GNC.

Southwest Airlines shoots a commercial at Southern California Logistics Airport.

In addition to retail, industrial development has picked
up at Southern California Logistics Airport (SCLA). In
April, the city’s development partner Stirling Capital
Investments broke ground on a 447,470 square foot
facility that is expected to be completed in Fall 2016.
The facility has already been fully leased by two tenants;
outdoor furniture manufacturer Arden Companies will
lease 211,000 square feet and the remaining space
will accommodate an expansion of existing SCLA
tenant Newell Brands, formerly Newell Rubbermaid.
SCLA is also becoming a destination for filming as
world-class companies utilize its dramatic backdrops,

unique landscape and multi-purpose facilities wellsuited for the film industry. In March, Southwest Airlines
shot a commercial along SCLA’s runway and run-up pad
areas featuring their wide-body aircraft and customized
paint scheme. SCLA was also featured in the TV show
Top Gear, where the show hosts raced various cars
through its housing area.

Community Perspective Articles
continued on page 40
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CBC Lamoreaux & Thompson sell
2.34 ac to New Manufacturer for
$1,550,000
Victorville, Calif. – Coldwell Banker Commercial (CBC) professionals Steven
Thompson and Jason Lamoreaux, through the facilitation of the City of Hesperia
economic development staff, solidified the sale of 9600 E Ave. The two industrial
buildings are situated just north of Main Street in Hesperia, on approximately 2.34
acres of land sold for $1,550,000.
While working with Aemerge RedPak Services, Thompson and Lamoreaux had the
opportunity to create a smooth and quick transaction between the buyer and seller.
With the buyer represented by Thompson, and Lamoreaux representing the seller, the
estimated 37,700 SF space was sold promptly after being placed on the market.
Before closing escrow on the two industrial buildings, the buyer found that Hesperia
was an excellent place to locate their new facility and decided to double their project
location by purchasing contiguous land to the north. The added acreage will allow
Aemerge Red Pak to plan for future expansion.
Having completed tenant improvements to their new West Coast offices on the
first property, and now in the design stage, the buyer is currently in discussion with
permitting entities within Hesperia to site their proprietary manufacturing equipment.
Coldwell Banker Commercial maintains excellent relationships with the High Desert
cities, and as such, the Hesperia economic development staff was instrumental
in initiating the interest in the property CBC represented. Paired with extensive
experience and a broad base of contacts, CBC’s real estate professionals, Thompson
and Lamoreaux were able to secure a deal satisfying all parties. “These were great
transactions for both buyer and sellers,” said Thompson. “With the industrial buildings
the initial focus for this manufacturing company, we were easily able to procure the
sale of the adjacent vacant land for Aemerge RedPak, giving the buyer access to over
4½ acres and the possibility of configuring a more efficient site layout.”

2017

Coldwell Banker Commercial MultiFamily Team Basen & Schendel
broker 10 Unit Multi-Family
Victorville, Calif. – Coldwell Banker Commercial Vice President Bob Basen along
with Multi-Family Specialist Jerrad Schendel coordinated the sale of a Multi-Family
property in the heart of Victorville.
In the middle of last year, Basen and Schendel represented the buyer and seller of
the apartment and worked closely with both parties. The buyer, a value add investor
from outside of the High Desert, worked with Basen and Schendel to determine the
potential of the property; recognizing current under-performing conditions. Within a
year, the seller was able to turn around the apartment and, with the assistance of
Basen and Schendel, it was put back on the market and sold. The property was still
sold at an above average return for the new buyer and will continue to provide him an
excellent return on his investment.
Due to his long standing history in the Multi-Family industry, Basen has developed
a considerable client list for those interested in buying and selling investment
properties, allowing Basen to quickly market and coordinate successful transactions.
“This was a great opportunity to work with an out of the area investor and develop
relationships outside of the High Desert. In addition, we knew we needed to price the
property effectively and needed to make sure both parties were highly satisfied with
pricing and terms. We continuously seek to offer all clients and parties with excellent
customer service while building long lasting business relationships, which typically
allows us to have the opportunity to work with them in the future,” stated Basen.
The apartment complex totaled 9,544 square feet. The property offered 9- two
bedroom, one bathroom units and 1 large master unit. The location, next to shopping,
food, entertainment and the easy access to highly traveled routes across the Valley
made this property a worthwhile investment for the buyer and seller.
Basen and Schendel utilized their extensive list of clients and Coldwell Banker
Commercial’s innovative marketing tools to locate a buyer for the property. For more
information on how you can work with Coldwell Banker Commercial’s Multi-Family
Division, call (760) 684-8071 or email Bob.Basen@CBCinland.com
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THE HIGH DESERT SHOULD EXPERIENCE SUBSTANTIAL INDUSTRIAL
ABSORPTION IN THE SECOND HALF OF THE NEXT DECADE.
By: Ronald J. Barbieri, Ph.D., MBA

This is an update of a study conducted almost 3 years ago on the industrial
Market in Southern California. At that time the region was still recovering
from the effects of the Great Recession. Absorption had rebounded to
approximately 45% of prerecession levels; and some of the excess vacant
space had been occupied. The inland Empire fared better than the Los
Angeles, Orange County and San Diego markets where the rebound in
absorption was more muted. Since then absorption levels have increased
significantly throughout the region, which caused vacancy rates in the
counties along the coast to become abnormally low. This evident from the
following summary key market statistics.
At the end of the 2nd Quarter 2016 there was 1.853 billion Square Feet
(SF) of Warehousing and Manufacturing space in Southern California of
which 926 million SF was in Los Angeles and Ventura Counties, the Inland
Empire had 549 million SF; Orange County accounted for 235 million and
San Diego 144 million SF. The Southern California Region is twice as large
as the next largest market in the United States.
During the Study Period (2003 through 2nd Quarter 2016), 301 million
SF of Industrial Warehouse Space was absorbed in Southern California.
This represents an annual Net Absorption of 22.3 million SF. The highest
level of annual Net Absorption was 38.7 million SF, which occurred in 2006.
The region experienced a negative Absorption in 2008 and 2009 due to
the Great Recession. In 2010 the absorption turned positive; and in 2011
Southern California absorbed 20.63 million SF. The increase in industrial
demand in 2012 moderated somewhat before exploding to 36.7 million SF
in 2014 and 35.8 million SF in 2015. This was only 7% less than the peak
of the prior cycle.
From 2010 through the 2nd Quarter of 2016, Riverside and San Bernardino
Counties absorbed 101.8 million SF or 15.67 million SF per year. During
that 6½ year period the Inland Empire captured 67% of the Net Absorption
of Warehouse Space in Southern California. This was significantly greater
than the 61% captured by the Inland Empire during the 5-year period, from
2003 through 2007. This migration of industrial demand from the coastal
counties to the Inland Empire is expected to accelerate between now and
the end of this decade.
From 2008 through 2010, the Los Angeles/Ventura market experienced an
annual decrease in demand of (6.08) million SF. During the last 5½ years,
the Net Absorption averaged 6.40 million SF per year. Since 2011 the Los
Angeles Ventura submarket experienced a net increase of 16.99 million SF
in the demand for warehousing and manufacturing space.
From 2010 through the 2nd Quarter 2016, Orange County absorbed 8.48
million SF per year while San Diego absorbed 8.41 million SF. For both
counties the absorption was possible because of a significant decrease in
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the vacancy that was created during the Great Recession. There was
minimal new construction.
The vacancy rate for all of Southern California, increased to 7.4% by the
end of 2009 before decreasing to 3.2% by the end of the 2nd Quarter
2016. During that same time period the vacancy rate for the Inland
Empire peaked at 12.1% at the end of 2009. It declined rapidly during
the next two years and by the end of the study period it reached 5.0%,
which was the lowest level in the past 16½ years. The Vacancy Rate for
warehousing and manufacturing space in Los Angeles County peaked
at 5.2% by the end of 2010, before decreasing to 2.2% by the end the
2nd Quarter 2016. A vacancy rate less than 3.0% is indicative of an
incredibly tight market.
The Vacancy Rate in Orange County plateaued at 6.1% during 2009 and
2010 before declining to 2.5% by the 2nd Quarter 2016. San Diego
County had a vacancy rate of 9.7% by the end of 2009. It is currently
at 4.2%, which is higher than the other two coastal submarkets. Los
Angeles, Orange County and San Diego County are mature, very slow
growing markets with limited amounts of vacant industrial land. As such
they would be expected to have lower vacancy rates than the Inland
Empire where most of the new construction is now taking place. The
current vacancy rates for Los Angeles and Orange County are extremely
low, which reflects the excess demand for industrial space in the region.
There is no indication of overbuilding in any of the Southern California submarkets at of the end of
the 2nd quarter 2016. To the contrary, Orange County, Los Angeles County and San Diego County
lack the level of construction necessary to mitigate the excess demand in each market. At the
average absorption rates for the last 3½ years it would require 0.74 years to absorb all the space
currently under construction in Southern California. The Inland Empire had an estimated 1.01
years of Net Absorption under construction. The amount of space under construction in San Diego
County, Orange County and the combined Los Angeles/Ventura submarket represents between a
0.02 and 0.53-year supply.
There is an estimated 11,000 acres of industrial land in the Los Angeles Basin Portion of the
Inland Empire that could be developed into industrial warehousing and manufacturing space.
A substantial portion of this inventory of vacant land would have to be built out before there is
a mass movement of industrial demand to the High Desert. The following analysis attempts to
estimate when this would occur.
The three largest counties along the coast are either essentially out of raw industrial land or they
have a very limited supply; thus limiting the construction of new facilities. Also, the vacancy rates
in these counties are extremely low. Hence, any expansion of industrial companies in Los Angeles,
San Diego and Orange Counties would necessitate the relocation of industrial tenants or users to
the Inland Empire. If, over the next 15 years, 75% of the historical absorption along the coast had
to migrate to the Inland Empire, it would increase the annual absorption of industrial space in
the Counties of Riverside and San Bernardino by 5.0 million SF based on the annual absorption
levels for the last 13½ years; or 9 million based on the absorption levels of the last 3½ years.
If the average absorption level over the last 13½ years are used to estimate future increases in
demand the Inland Empire would absorb 20.5 million SF per year. At that level of absorption, the
portion of the Inland Empire that was in the Los Angeles Basin would run out vacant industrial
land, thus forcing industrial development to the High Desert or to the Banning/Beaumont area by

around 2029. If the average absorption levels of the last 3½ years are used to estimate future increases
in demand, the Inland Empire would absorb 26 million SF per year. At that level the Los Angeles Basin
portion of the Inland Empire would exhaust the inventory of vacant industrial land, thus forcing industrial
development out of the Los Angeles Basin by 2026. The actual results would likely be between these two
scenarios. The high and low projections assume the U.S. economy will continue to expand at an average
rate of 2% per year; and California will continue to be the least business friendly state in the nation. The
difference in the level of absorption would likely be influenced by whether or not the nation experiences
one or two recessions over the next decade.

A substantial portion of the absorption of industrial space in the Inland Empire during both
the last two decades and the last three years has been the result of firms migrating from Los
Angeles and Orange County, where vacant land is scarce and expensive, to the Inland Empire
where there are ample sites large enough to accommodate the construction of warehousing
and manufacturing buildings of 200,000 SF or greater. A critical question is whether or not
the space vacated by firms migrating to the Inland Empire have been leased or sold to other
firms expanding in the coastal areas? If that were not the case, the vacancy levels for industrial
space in the coastal counties would continue to increase, portending an eventual slowdown in
the demand for industrial space in the Inland Empire. Conversely, if other firms were occupying
the industrial space vacated along the coast, it would suggest the demand for industrial space
in the Inland Empire would continue to expand, possibly at an accelerating rate.

In reality, as the inventory of vacant industrial land in the Los Angeles Basin is absorbed the price of land
would increase. Over time, increasing land prices in the Los Angeles Basin portion of the Inland Empire
will make it feasible for more companies to locate their operation in the High Desert or in the Banning or
Beaumont area. The added costs of hauling goods to and from the High Desert or the Banning/Beaumont
area to the Southern California Region compared to Moreno Valley has to be offset by lower rents due to
the lower land costs for industrial sites in the High Desert or the Banning/Beaumont Area. The absorption
of industrial space outside of the Los Angeles Basin will accelerate as the availability of industrial land
within the Los Angeles Basin becomes limited and land prices escalate.

This study focuses on the expansion and utilization of the inventory of industrial space in
Southern California as a whole as well as the four primary submarkets of Los Angeles/Ventura
Counties, Orange County, San Diego County and the Inland Empire, which encompasses San
Bernardino and Riverside Counties.
This report begins with a discussion of annual changes to the inventory of industrial space from
2003 through the 2nd Quarter of 2016; followed by discussions related to Net Absorption, the
delivery of new space and the reduction
of inventory due to demolitions and
other factors, which together account for
the changes in vacancy levels. Yearend
construction levels are also reviewed
and compared to annual Net Absorption
levels in order to ascertain if the level
of construction and absorption are in
equilibrium. This analysis ends with a
discussion of quoted rents over the 13½
years investigated in this report.

It would not be surprising if the High Desert and the Banning/Beaumont Area captured an increasingly
greater share of the absorption
of industrial space in Southern
California during the next decade. It Table 1
is conceivable that by 2025 the Net
Absorption of industrial space in the
High Desert could exceed 5 million
SF per year. This would represent a
Capture Rate of less than 25%. The
absorption of 1 million SF of industrial
space adds approximately 500 Base
Employment Jobs and an equal
number of Secondary Employment
positions. The annual absorption of
5 million SF of industrial space in the
High Desert would increase the total
employment level by 5,000 jobs, which
in turn would increase the demand for
residential units due to the formation
of 3,000 households. The report that
follows provides a detailed analysis
of the Industrial markets in Southern
California.

At of the end of the 2nd Quarter 2016,
Costar, the largest commercial real
estate information firm in the U.S.,
reported a total inventory of 2.05 billion
SF of industrial space in the six-county
Southern California Region. Costar
classifies Industrial space into two
major categories: Industrial Warehousing
Space and Flex Space. As of the end
of the end of the 2nd Quarter 2016, there was 193 million SF of Industrial Flex space in
Southern California and 1.85 billion SF of Industrial Warehousing space. This report will focus
on changes that occurred in the building stock that houses Manufacturing, Warehousing and
Distribution operations.

Whether or not there is a substantial increase in the demand for industrial space in the Inland Empire
greatly impacts the economy of the High Desert. There are several reasons why this is the case. The
absorption of industrial space results in a higher level of Base Employment in manufacturing, warehousing
and distribution than would be the case if the absorption of industrial space was stagnant or declining.
Also, the construction of industrial buildings creates temporary jobs. The increase in permanent Base
Employment and temporary construction jobs also generates additional Secondary Employment
throughout Riverside and San Bernardino Counties. The generation of such well-paying blue collar jobs
benefits the High Desert region, because an estimated 60,000 of its residents commute to the Los Angeles
Basin for employment. The expansion of better paying jobs in Manufacturing, Warehousing, Distribution
and Construction Sectors of the Inland Empire translates into higher household incomes in the High Desert
and throughout the Region, which in turn adds to the demand for housing in the Los Angeles Basin portion
of the Inland Empire and eventually in the High Desert. This will cause home values to increase subject to
the usual caveat of: “all things being equal.”
In order for the economy of the High Desert to really ignite it will be necessary for the home prices to
appreciate sufficiently to make the development of single family homes in the High Desert economically
viable. While the expansion of its industrial base in the Los Angeles Basin is not the only economic driver
of the Inland Empire it is one of its most significant, which is the reason any assessment of the real estate
markets in the High Desert must include an analysis of the industrial trends in the Los Angeles Basin.
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The stock of Industrial Warehouse space in Southern California and by county from the end
of 2003 through the 2nd Quarter 2016 (the Study Period) is depicted in Table I. The inventory
in Southern California increased from 1,61 billion SF to 1,85 billion SF. During the Study
Period 243.0 million SF of Rentable Building Area (RBA) were added in six-county region
to accommodate the needs of Warehousing and Distribution firms as well as Manufacturing
companies. On average 19.4 million SF of space was added each year.
The inventory of Industrial Warehousing space in the Inland Empire, which includes Riverside
and San Bernardino Counties, went from 348.3 to 548.9 million SF over the same 12½-year
period. At of the end of the 2nd Quarter 2016, the Inland Empire accounted for 29.6% of the
total inventory of Warehousing Industrial space in Southern California. Approximately 200.6
million SF was added to the stock, which represents an average increase of 16.1 million SF per
year. It also represents 70.3% of the total deliveries in Southern California. San Diego County
had 143.9 million SF at of the end of the study period, up from 135.3 million SF at of the end
of 2003. This represented an increase of 8.6 million SF or approximately 689,000 SF per year,
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which was 3.5% of the total deliveries during the period studied. San Diego accounted
for 7.8% of the Warehousing Industrial RBA in Southern California as of the end of the
2nd Quarter 2016.
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Table 2

The inventory of Industrial space in Orange County increased from 230.7 to 234.9
million SF over the 12½-year period. Orange County housed 12.7% of the industrial
building stock of Southern California by the end of the study period. The addition of 4.26
million SF represented an increase of 341,000 per year. Orange County only accounted
for 1.8% of the net additions to the stock of Warehousing Industrial space in Southern
California, which was the lowest of all the counties. It reflects the lack of vacant industrial
zoned land. Los Angeles and Ventura Counties are reported together by Costar. There was
925.6 million SF of space in both counties as of June 30, 2016. This represented 49.9%
of the Total RBA in the Southern California Region. In December 2003, there was 896.1
million SF of Warehousing Industrial space. The inventory increased by 29.5 million SF
or 2.36 million SF per year. Los Angeles and Ventura Counties accounted for 12.1%
of the increase in building inventory over the study period. The additions to the stock
of industrial buildings in all the counties in Southern California that front on the coast
experienced significantly smaller increase in their inventory over the last few years than
during the first five years ending in 2007. This was due in part to the increasing lack of
vacant industrial land in Los Angeles, Orange and San Diego Counties, that can be built
out with large industrial boxes.
Table II reflects annual Net Absorption of Industrial Warehouse Space in Southern
California by county for the period beginning in 2003 through the 2nd Quarter 2016.
During that 13½-year -period 301.3 million SF of Industrial Warehouse Space was
absorbed in Southern California. This represents an annual Net Absorption of 22.3
million SF. The highest level of annual absorption was 38.66 million SF, which occurred
in 2006. A total of 170.1 million SF was absorbed in the five-year period from 2003
through 2007, which represented an average absorption of 34.0 million SF per year.
The region experienced a negative Net Absorption of (6.55) million SF in 2008 and
(13.54) million SF in 2009 due to the Great Recession. In 2010 the absorption turned
positive by 10.78 million SF; and in 2011 Southern California absorbed 20.63 million
SF. Industrial Real estate brokers believed this represented almost 25% of the total
Net Absorption of Industrial Space in the United States during 2011. The increase in
industrial demand in 2012 moderated to 11.47 million SF before exploding to 36.47
million SF in 2014 and 35.84 million SF in 2015. The average net increase in demand
was only 7% less than the boom year of 2006. The net absorption during the first half
of 2016 was 7.97 million SF. This is equivalent to 15.9 million SF on an annualized
basis. The recent decline in absorption is likely due to the lack of vacant space in the
three coastal counties.
The highest levels of absorption occurred in the Inland Empire, which accounted for
70% of the Net Absorption in Southern California over the last 13½-year period. During
the five-year period ending in 2007, an additional 103.3 million SF of warehousing
space was occupied in Riverside and San Bernardino County. This was equivalent to an
annual absorption of 20.7 million SF, which represented 61% of the increase in demand
for Southern California. The Inland Empire did not experience a negative absorption
rate during the Great Recession. On the contrary, it absorbed 2.95 million SF in 2008
and 1.61 SF in 2009. From 2010 through the 2nd Quarter of 2016 Riverside and San
Bernardino Counties absorbed 101.8 million SF or 15.67 million SF per year, which
was 76% of the absorption levels in the Inland Empire during the first five years of the
cycle; but 67% of the total increase in demand in Southern California. The additional
8.00 million SF occupied in the first 2 quarters of 2016 represents a Net Absorption on
an annual basis of 16.00 million SF or 101% of the total for the Southern California’s
Region. The Inland Empires captured 67% of the Net Absorption of Warehouse Space in
Southern California during the 6½ years ending in the 2nd Quarter 2016 compared to
61% during the previous five years of the study period ending in 2007. Riverside and
San Bernardino are expected to capture and even greater percentage of the increase
in industrial demand in the Region going forward, because of the lack of industrial land
in the other counties.
For the 13½-year period that began with 2003 the Los Angeles/Ventura County
industrial market area absorbed 63.99 million SF warehousing and manufacturing
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space. This represents 4.74 million SF per year or 21.2% of the increase in demand in
Southern California. This submarket had the second highest level of absorption in Southern
California. For the five-year period ending in 2007 the average annual level of absorption
was 9.4 million SF or 28% of the regions total. From 2008 through 2010, the Los Angeles/
Ventura market experienced an annual decrease in demand of 6.08 million SF. During the
last 5½ years, the Net Absorption averaged 6.40 million SF per year. Since 2011 the Los
Angeles Ventura submarket experienced a net increase of 16.99 million SF in the demand for
warehousing and manufacturing space.
While there may be low levels of positive absorption in the Los Angeles/Ventura submarket
over the next couple of years due to the lease up of existing vacant space, it is unlikely the
total amount of occupied industrial space in this submarket will significantly exceed 2016
levels because of the scarcity of vacant industrial land for development. A limited number of
older buildings may be demolished and replaced with new facilities; but the overall inventory
of industrial space in this submarket is not likely to increase significantly. The more likely
scenario calls for the expansion of industrial firms currently located Los Angeles County to be
accommodated in the Inland Empire.

Table 3

During the five-year period ending in 2007, Orange County absorbed 10.44 million SF of
warehousing space or 2.09 million SF per year, while San Diego absorbed 9.40 million SF or
1.88 million SF annually during the same period. Orange County accounted for 6.1% and
San Diego 5.5% of the Net Absorption of Southern California during the five years. From 2010
through the 2nd Quarter 2016, Orange County absorbed 8.48 million SF per year while San
Diego absorbed 8.41 million SF. For both counties, the absorption was possible because of
a significant decrease in vacancy rather than new construction.
Table III depicts the cumulative annual Net Absorption of Industrial Warehouse Space since
the beginning of 2008 for each of the four industrial marketing areas in Southern California.
The region as a whole suffered a negative Net Absorption of (6.55) million SF by the end of
2008. The cumulative loss reached (20.09) million by the end of 2009 before recovering
to a negative cumulative Net Absorption of (9.32) million by yearend 2010. By 2011 the
cumulative absorption was a positive 11.31 million SF; and by the end of the 2nd Quarter
2016, the cumulative Net Absorption for the Southern California Region since the start of the
Great Recession reached 131.16 million SF. However, 81% of the increase in occupancy for
Southern California occurred in the Inland Empire, which never experienced a Negative Net
Absorption in any calendar year. Riverside and San Bernardino Counties had a positive Net
Absorption of 2.95 million SF in 2008 that accumulated from 2008 through the 2nd Quarter
2016 to 106.39 million SF.

Table 4

The Cumulative loss of occupancy for Los Angeles/Ventura Counties bottomed out in 2010 at
18.23 million SF before starting to recover from the effects of the Great Recession. By the end
of the 2nd Quarter 2016 the occupancy level was 16.99 million SF greater than it was at the
before the Great Recession. Orange County experienced a maximum decline in occupancy of
5.10 million SF by the end of 2009 before recovering to a cumulative positive Net Absorption
of 163,000 SF by the 2nd Quarter 2016. San Diego’s loss of occupancy during the Great
Recession reached 4.01 million SF. It was 4.40 million SF above pre-recession level at the
end of the 2nd Quarter 2016. Both San Diego County and Orange County experienced a
complete rebound to pre-recession occupancy levels in 2016. In the future, the absorption
of space in both San Diego and Orange County is expected to be limited, because industrial
land constraints will likely restrict the development of large industrial buildings in both
counties, forcing some industrial firms to accommodate their expansion in the Inland Empire.
Table IV depicts the Delivery of new industrial warehousing and manufacturing space for each
of the four primary marketing areas in Southern California and for the entire region. 307.91
million SF of industrial warehouse space was completed and “Delivered” to the Southern
California Market between 2003 and the 2nd Quarter 2016. This represented an average
annual level of 22.81 million SF. The peak year for the completion of new buildings was 2006,
when a total of 46.31 million SF of space was delivered throughout Southern California.
For the six-year period ending with 2008 a total of 200.8 million SF was completed for an
average annual delivery rate of 33.47 million SF. Deliveries ramped down to 12.78 million
SF in 2009 and bottomed out at 3.61 million SF in 2010. The following year 5.16 million
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SF was completed. By 2012 Deliveries climbed to 10.07 million SF. By 2015 26.17 million SF was
completed. Through the first half of 2016 9.95 million SF was delivered to the market. The latter is
equivalent to 19.89 million SF on an annualized basis. For the last 2½ years of the Study Period 51.0
million SF space was delivered in Southern California compared to a Net Absorption of 72.3 million
SF, which is why the vacancy levels are so low.
The Inland Empire accounted for 70% of the warehouse space delivered in Southern California.
Over the 13½ years of the study period a total of 216.4 million SF was constructed representing
an average annual rate of 16.0 million SF. From 2003 through 2008 on average 22.45 million SF
was delivered each year for a total of 134.7 million SF for the 6-year period. In 2006, 33.51 million
SF was delivered, which accounted for 72% of the peak volume for Southern California. By 2009
Deliveries in the Inland Empire declined to 8.75 million SF followed by a low for this cycle of 1.71
million SF in 2010. Construction Completions for warehousing space rebounded to 3.13 million
in 2011. In 2014 and 2015 a total of 43.0 million SF was delivered. During the first half of 2016,
7.65 million SF were delivered, which represents an annual rate of 15.3 million SF. During the 4-3/4
years after the Great Recession and recovery to date, the Inland Empire accounted for 78% of the
Deliveries in Southern California even though Riverside and San Bernardino Counties entered the
recession with upwards of 25 million SF of excess vacancy. This precluded the need for much new
construction until 2012. The lion’s share of new construction occurred in the Inland Empire, because
unlike the other submarkets, there is and was an ample supply of vacant industrial land that could
accommodate the construction of big boxes.
The Stock of Warehousing and Manufacturing space in Los Angeles and Ventura Counties increased
by 65.61 million SF during the 13½ years analyzed in this report. The average annual square footage
delivered was 13.5 million SF, which was 21% of the total floor area of industrial space delivered in
Southern California. From 2003 through 2008, the industrial space delivered in both counties was
47.1 million SF or 7.85 million SF per year. During the first 6 years of the study period Los Angeles
County accounted for 23% of the Deliveries in Southern California. While the floor area constructed
during the 6½-year period ending with the 2nd Quarter of 2016 to 15.04 million SF, or 2.3 million SF
per year, it still represented 16% of the total deliveries during that period. There has been a significant
amount of construction in this submarket, some of which has occurred in Ventura County, one of the
expansion areas for Southern California; and much of which has replaced buildings in Los Angeles
County that were demolished. The latter is discussed in more detail below in conjunction with the
graph on the reduction of inventory.
From the beginning of 2003 through the 2nd Quarter 2016, 14.83 million SF of warehousing and
manufacturing facilities were added to the industrial base of San Diego County. This represented
4.8% of the Total Deliveries in the Region. Most of the new construction was completed prior to
2009. Approximately 11.99 million SF or 5.97% the region’s total was delivered during the first six
years. Completions average 1.10 million SF per year. Only 2.19 million SF was delivered from 2010
through the 2nd Quarter 2016. This reflects an average annual construction level of 337,000 SF,
which is equivalent to 2.3% of Southern California’s volume. During that same period of time the Net
Absorption was 8.41 million SF or almost 4 time the amount of space delivered. This excess demand
substantially reduced the vacancy level in San Diego County.
Orange County had 11.04 million SF of new construction over the 16½ years ending with the 2nd
Quarter 2016. This represented only 3.6% of the Warehousing and Manufacturing space in the
region. On average, 818,000 SF of space was delivered per year. Approximately 7.06 million SF
occurred prior to 2009 when annual construction levels averaged 1.18 million SF. During the period
prior to 2009, Orange County accounted for 3.6% of the Deliveries in Southern California. Thereafter
the deliveries averaged 613,000 per year, which represented 4.2% of the space constructed in the
region. The total amount of industrial space delivered in the 6½ years ending in the 2nd Quarter
2016 was 3.98 million SF. During that same period of time the Net Absorption for Orange County
was 8.48 million SF. Deliveries were substantially less than the increase in demand, because of the
lack of vacant industrially zoned land to develop.
From the Costar data it is possible to estimate the level of demolitions or reductions in inventory that
have occurred each year in the Region by simply comparing the year to year change in the inventory
of industrial space to the level of Deliveries. The extent to which volume of space Delivered exceeds
the year to year changes in yearend inventories is the reduction of inventory due to demolitions.
Other causes of changes in the inventory levels have been factored out because of the procedures
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Costar employs to update its database for all prior periods on a building by building basis.
Table V summarizes the annual inventory reductions or demolitions of industrial warehouse and
manufacturing space for each of the four major industrial markets in Southern California and for
the region as a whole.
Over the study period a total of 40.84 million SF of industrial Warehouse space was removed
from inventory. Hence, on average 3.80 million SF was removed each year. Approximately 3.92
million SF was demolished annually during the first six years of the study, while the annual level
of demolitions after 2008 was 2.31 million SF. The Los Angeles/Ventura market accounted for
70% of the demolitions; Orange County 14%, San Diego County 8.7% and the Inland Empire
12.9%. The level of demolition activity appears to be correlated with the amount of inventory in
a submarket and the age of the building stock. The annual level of Demolitions represents just

Table 5
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31, 2003, the vacancy level for Industrial Warehousing Space in Southern California was 86.2 million
SF. Between 2004 and 2007 the yearend vacancy levels fluctuated around 73 million SF; however,
because of the Great Recession, the vacancy level spiked to 131 million SF in 2009. At of the end of
the 2nd Quarter 2016, there was 59.6 million SF of Warehouse Industrial Space in Southern California.
By the end of the Study period all of the Excess Vacancy had been absorbed and the vacancy levels in
Los Angeles County, Orange County and The San Diego sub-market were extremely low.
The vacancy level for the Inland Empire averaged a little more than 21 million SF during the three years
ending in 2005. It was at 30.3 million SF at yearend 2007 before the Start of the Great Recession.
For reasons previously discussed, it peaked at 57.9 million SF before declining to 27.2 million SF by
the 2nd Quarter 2016. The total inventory of warehousing space at the end of the study period was
549 million SF. There was no excess vacancy in Riverside and San Bernardino Counties at the end of
2nd Quarter 2016. During the four-year period ending in 2006, the vacancy level in San Diego County
ranged from 9.12 to 9.54 million SF. It expanded to 13.94 million SF by the end of 2009 before
declining to 6.11 million SF at the end of the Study Period. At that time there was 143.9 million SF of
industrial warehousing and manufacturing space in the submarket. All the excess vacancy that existed
at the end of 2012 was completely absorbed over the last 3½ years. Orange County, which had 234.9
million SF of industrial warehouse space at the end of the study period saw its vacancy level decline
from 14.33 million SF at the end of 2003 to 8.77 million SF by 2007. It increased to 14.3 million SF
by 2010, before undergoing a steady decline to 5.97 SF by the end of the study period. The excess
vacancy that existed in Orange County as of the end of 2010 was completely absorbed by 2013. Since
the vacancy level has continued to decrease. The vacancy level of Los Angeles and Ventura County peak
in 2010 at 48.1 million SF. By the 2nd Quarter 2016 it had declined to 20.2 million SF.

land. As such they would be expected to have lower vacancy rates than the Inland
Empire where most of the new construction is now taking place. The current vacancy
rates for Los Angeles and Orange County are extremely low, which reflects the excess
demand for industrial space in the region.

Table 7

Table IX depicts the square feet of floor area of Industrial Warehouse space under
construction at the end of each year for the four Southern California submarkets
as well as for the region as a whole. During the five-year period ending in 2007 the
average level of warehousing and manufacturing space under construction at yearend
was 28.73 million SF. During that period the maximum floor area under construction
was just over 35.7 million SF, which occurred in 2005. At the end of 2007 there
was 25.2 million SF under construction while at the end of 2008 there was only
10.6 million SF. Even though the recession officially began in December 2007, the
substantial declines in employment and the stock market did not begin until August
2008. Hence the 58% decline in the level of industrial space under construction from
year end 2007 too yearend 2008 indicates development firms had begun dialing
back their expectations of future demand relative to supply well before the problems
in the residential market manifested themselves on Wall Street. The square footage
of space under construction at the end of 2009 was 2.7 million SF. It edged up to
4.2 million SF at the end of 2010 and 6.3 million SF in 2011. During the latter three
years most of the new industrial construction was preleased, because the developers
and institutional investors were skeptical about the future demand for industrial
space. This changed when 20.6 million SF of Net Absorption materialize in 2011.
At the end of 2012 there was 10.4 million SF under construction in the Southern
California Region. From 2013 to the present there was in excess of 20.2 million SF
under Construction at the end of each year.

Table 8

The vacancy rate, which is the amount of vacant space for a submarket expressed as a percent of its
total inventory of space, is summarized by county for the years 2003 through the 2nd Quarter 2016
in Table VIII. The vacancy rate for all of Southern California, which was 5.4% at the end of 2003,
declined to 4.5% in 2004 and eased further to 4.3% by the end of 2007. It increased to 7.4% over
the subsequent two years before subsiding to 3.2% by the end of the 2nd Quarter 2016. During that
same time period The Vacancy Rate for the Inland Empire fell from 6.4% in 2003 to 5.3% the following
over 0.16% of the entire inventory. This is extremely low; and it reflects the fact that it is more
economically efficient to build new space in the Inland Empire than to tear down an older structure
along the coast to build a new facility.
Table VI summarizes by year the Deliveries less the Net Absorption and the Demolitions of
Industrial Warehouse Space in the four submarkets in Southern California as well as for the region
as a whole. The resulting summations equal the annual change in Vacancy for each industrial
submarket. The Southern California region experienced a 12.91 million SF reduction of Vacancy
in 2004. For the next three years there were minor fluctuations in the level of vacancy resulting
in a net decrease of (4.07) million SF; but in 2008 and 2009 the amount of vacant warehouse
space increased by 33.75 and 24.25 million SF respectively because of a dramatic decrease in
demand for industrial space coupled with the delivery of a substantial amount of space that was
in the pipeline at the start of the Great Recession. In 2010 the level of vacancy began to decline
with the absorption of 8.78 million SF of vacant space. In 2011 the amount of vacant industrial
space decreased by 17.76 million SF. From 2012 through the 2nd Quarter 2016 a total of 45.67
million SF of Vacant Space in Southern California was absorbed in spite of the fact that 85.54
million SF of additional Rentable Building Area was Delivered.
In 2008 most of the additions to vacancy occurred in the Inland Empire and the Los Angeles/
Ventura submarkets. Riverside and San Bernardino Counties increased their vacancy by 20.56
million SF and 11.18 Million SF was added to the vacancy in the Los Angeles/Ventura submarket.
In 2009 all four market areas experienced a significant increase in vacancy, with Los Angeles/
Ventura adding 8.49 million SF and at the low end San Diego market increased it vacancy by
3.62 million SF. In 2010 and 2011 the Inland Empire experienced substantial reductions in
vacancy of (10.43) and (13.86) million SF. From 2012 through the 2nd Quarter 2016 vacancy
levels declined by (6.42) million SF, because of the increase in construction activity. Beginning
with 2011 through the 2nd Quarter of 2016 Los Angeles County experienced a 27.89 million
SF reduction in vacancy. During that same period Orange County realized an 8.19 million SF
reduction while San Diego saw its vacancy level shrink by 7.06 million SF.
Table VII depicts the level of vacant Warehouse and Industrial space in Southern California for
each of the four Submarkets for the period 2003 through the 2nd Quarter 2016. As of December
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During the first five years of the study period the Inland Empire with an average
20.1 million SF accounted for 70% of the warehousing and manufacturing floor area
under construction at yearend. By the end of 2008 this declined to 7.0 million and
bottomed out at 1.7 million SF at the end of 2009. All the industrial space under
construction at the end of 2009, as well as the 2.5 and 4.5 million SF at year end
2010 and 2011 was 100% pre-leased. Approximately 75% of the 8.4 million SF of
buildings under construction at yearend 2012 was preleased. There was 19.0 million
SF of floor area under construction in Riverside and San Bernardino Counties at the
end of the 2nd Quarter 2016, which represented 79% of the total for the region. Only
20% was preleased. This suggests developers are optimistic about the future demand
for industrial space in the Inland Empire.

Table 6

Table 8

For the five-year period ending 2007, The Los Angeles/Ventura submarket averaged
6.2 million SF under construction at yearend. This constituted 22% of the Southern
California Market. Only 580,000 SF was under construction at the end of 2009, of
which approximately 85% was preleased. At the end of the 2nd Quarter 2016, 4.58
million SF represented work in process of which approximately 25% was preleased.

Table 9

Orange County, which average 1.00 million SF of warehousing and manufacturing
space under construction between 2003 and 2007, only had 180,000 SF and
200,000 SF the following two years; and in 2010 and 2011 the was little or no
construction in process. There was only one 41,668 SF building under construction
at the end of the 2nd Quarter 2016; and none of it was preleased. During the first
years of the study period, Orange County accounted for 3.5% of the Square Footage
of space under construction at yearend. This year it represented less than 0.1% of the
Southern California Region.

year before climbing to 6.8% just before the beginning of the Great Recession due to the extremely
high level of new construction. The vacancy rate for the Inland Empire peaked out at 12.1% at the end
of 2009. It declined rapidly during the next two years and by the end of the study period it reached
5.0%, which was the lowest level in the last 16½ years. The Vacancy Rate for industrial Warehouse and
manufacturing space in Los Angeles County declined from 4.5% at the end of 2003 to 2.8% in 2007.
It increased to 5.2% by the end of 2010 before subsiding to 2.2% by the end the 2nd Quarter 2016.
A vacancy rate less than 3.0% is indicative of an incredibly tight market. The Vacancy Rate in Orange
County, which fluctuated between 3.7% and 4.2% during the five years ending in 2008, plateaued at
6.1% during 2009 and 2010 before declining to 2.5% by the 2nd Quarter 2016. San Diego County
had a vacancy rate of 6.9% at the start of the study period being reviewed, which was the highest of the
four submarkets. It declined somewhat to 6.2% by 2007 before rising to 9.7% by the end of 2009. It is
currently at 4.2%, which is higher than the other two coastal submarkets. Los Angeles, Orange County
and San Diego County are mature, very slow growing markets with limited amounts of vacant industrial

During the first five years of the study period San Diego County typically ended
the year with 1.43 million SF under construction or 5.0% of the region. It ranged
between 50,000 SF and 250,000 SF between 2009 and 2012; and at end of the
2nd Quarter 2016 there was 350,000 SF of industrial building under construction,
which represented less than 1.5% of Southern California’s total.
In Table X the square footage of warehousing and manufacturing space under
construction at the end of the 2nd Quarter 2016 for Southern California and for each
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of the four industrial market areas is compared to the average annual industrial
absorption that occurred during the last 3½ years in order to estimate the number of
years it would take to absorb the industrial space currently under construction. At the
average absorption rate for the last 3½ years it would require 0.74 years to absorb
all the space currently under construction in Southern California. The Inland Empire
had an estimated 1.01 years of Net Absorption under construction. The amount of
space under construction in San Diego County, Orange County and the combined
Los Angeles/Ventura submarket represents between a 0.02 and 0.53-year supply.
A similar analysis was done for the 5-year period ending in 2007. The square
footage of space under construction expressed in terms of the average annual Net
Absorption between 2003 through 2007 was not significantly different from the
2nd Quarter 2016. The amount of space under construction in Southern California
at yearend 2007 represented 0.74 years of the average five years of historical
absorption. The Inland Empire was the highest at 0.95 years. For San Diego it was
0.21 years, for Orange County 0.56 years and for the Los Angeles/Ventura 0.42
years. For each of the submarkets the years to absorb the industrial space currently
under construction was either approximately the same or substantially less than
yearend 2007 even though the Net Absorption during the last 3½ years was of
the same order of magnitude as the average annual absorption before the Great
Recession. There does not appear to be any significant overbuilding in any of the
Southern California submarkets as of the end of the 2nd Quarter 2016. To the
contrary, Orange County, Los Angeles County and San Diego County lack the level of
construction necessary to mitigate the excess demand in each market.
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Table 10

Table 11

In each of its quarterly reports for the four industrial markets in Southern California
Costar provides an estimate of the average annual quoted rents for Warehousing
and Distribution space. Quoted Rents are the asking rents initially quoted by real
estate brokers and property owners to potential tenants either on Costar, LoopNet
or other multiple listing services. In most instances they are significantly higher than
the rents actually negotiated. Nevertheless, Quoted Rents provide some indication
of changes in the level of rents in a market. Table XI summarizes by year the Quoted
Rents from 2003 through the 2nd Quarter 2016 for each of the primary industrial
markets in Southern California.
Changes in the rent levels for all four submarkets appear to be highly correlated in
that they tended to increase and decrease at approximately the same time; however,
there are significant differences in the general rent levels of each submarket. The
Inland Empire has had the lowest quoted rents. In 2003 the annual Quoted Rent
was $4.64 per SF for warehousing and manufacturing space. At that point in time
the Vacancy rate was 6.4%, slightly higher than equilibrium, Net Absorption was
approximately 1/3 lower than the prior three years; Deliveries in 2003 were 16%
less than the prior year, while the volume of industrial space under construction at
yearend was 32% higher; and the U.S. and California were slowly emerging from a
recession. By 2007 the vacancy rate for the Inland Empire increased to 6.8%; but
the Net Absorption and Deliveries almost doubled compared to 2003 levels. The
average Quoted Rent was $6.15 per SF, or 33% higher than 4 years earlier. This most
likely reflected higher replacement costs because of higher land prices, increasing
construction costs and rising interest rates as well as an optimistic economic
outlook during the first nine months of 2007.
Even though Net Absorption declined by 89% in 2008 from 2007 levels, and almost
94% in 2009, annual Quoted Rents in the 4th Quarter averaged $5.90 and $4.94
respectively before bottoming out at $4.57 in 2010. The latter represented an overall
decline of 26% since the prior year. Effective rents, which take into consideration,
free rent, extra tenant improvements and other factors, undoubtedly experienced a
greater percentage decline and a quicker adjustment than reflected in the Quoted
Rents. Landlords initially prefer to compensate for a cyclical decrease in demand by
increasing concessions rather than advertising significant reductions
in asking rents. By the end of the 2nd Quarter 2016 the average Quoted Rent for
warehousing and manufacturing space in the Inland Empire rebounded to $5.82
per SF. This represented a 27% increase from the bottom in 2010; and it is only 5%
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below 2007 Quoted Rent levels. The quantity of vacant space was statistically the same as in 2007; but the Net
Absorption in 2014 and 2015 was 2/3rd the level of 2007. Deliveries of space under construction at the of the first
half of 2016 appears to have adjusted to compensate for the lower level of absorption. One factor that is different
compared to 2007 is replacement costs, which are lower in part because of lower land and construction costs and
in part due to lower interest rates and therefore Cap Rates.
The Los Angeles/Ventura Submarket followed a similar pattern. The average Quoted Rent in 2003 was $6.53 per
SF. It peaked at $8.14 in 2007, which was a 24% increase. It was virtually unchanged in 2008 before declining
19% to $6.54 per SF in 2010. It remained at that level in 2011 before rebounding approximately 66% to $8.70
per SF in the 2nd Quarter 2016, which was 7% above the Quoted Rent in 2007. During the period 2003 through
3rd Quarter 2013 the annual Quoted Rent for the Los Angeles/Ventura submarket was $1.53 to $2.73 higher than
the rent for the Inland Empire. This reflects lower drayage costs from the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach,
extremely low vacancy levels in Los Angeles County and a lack of vacant land to build additional industrial space.
The Quoted Rent for Orange County increased by 33% from $6.96 in 2003 to $9.24 in 2007. It declined in 2008
and 2009 before bottoming out $6.90 in 2010 for a cumulative peak to trough decline of 25%. By the 2nd Quarter
2016 the Quoted Rent for Orange County had rebounded 29% from the trough of the last cycle; but it remained
4%or $0.34 below 2007 rent levels. During the 13½ years of the study period the annual Quoted Rent for Orange
County ranged from $2.01 to $3.09 per SF higher than the Inland Empire.
San Diego County consistently had the highest Quoted Rent of the four industrial market areas in Southern
California. In 2003 the Quoted Rent was $7.90 per SF. It increased to $9.97 or 26% by 2007; before experiencing
a cumulative decline of 15% to $8.45 by 2010. Thereafter the Quoted rents for San Diego County rebounded 19%
from the trough to $10.02 per SF by the 2nd Quarter 2016. The latter was $0.05 above the previous peak 9 years
earlier. The 4th Quarter annual Quoted Rent during the Study Period ranged from $3.26 to $4.20 per SF higher
than the Inland Empire.

ccasionally, analysts and investors have inquired as to the number of acres of vacant industrial zoned
land that exist in the Los Angeles Basin portion of the Inland Empire for the purpose of estimating when
a shortage of industrial zoned land within the Los Angeles Basin would force warehousing, distribution
and manufacturing firms to expand either into the High Desert or to the Banning/Beaumont area
of the Inland Empire. In 2008, Dr. John Husing, an Inland Empire Economist in a proprietary study,
estimated there was approximately 4,800 acres of industrially zoned land in the Los Angeles Basin
portion of the Inland Empire. From 2010 through the 2nd Quarter 2016 a total of 73 million SF of
industrial warehouse space was delivered of which 20 million SF were under construction at the end
of 2007. Hence construction commenced after 2007 on 54 million SF of space. An additional 19
million SF was under construction at the end of the 2nd Quarter 2016. All together construction was
started on 72 million SF of Industrial space after 2007 resulting in the absorption of an estimated
1,600 acres of industrial land, leaving roughly 3,200 acres of what was originally catalogued by Dr.
Housing still available for development at the end of the Study Period. Since then approximately
6,000 acres of raw land in the Moreno Valley area has been rezoned from residential to industrial
use; and some industrial real estate agents have argued that there is likely an additional 2,000 acres
or more of underutilized industrial property that could be recycled for the development of industrial
warehousing and manufacturing
Table 12
space. This preliminary analysis
suggests there may be 11,000
acres of industrial land in the Los
Angeles Basin Portion of the Inland
Empire that could be developed
into industrial warehousing and
manufacturing space.
A substantial portion of this
inventory of vacant land would have
to be built out before there is a mass
movement of industrial demand
to the High Desert. The following
analysis attempts to estimate when
this would occur. The average
annual Net Absorption of Industrial
Warehouse space in the Inland
Empire during the 13½-year period
ending with the 2nd Quarter 2016
was 15.5 million SF. The average
annual Net Absorption for the last 3½ years was 18.8 million SF. During the Study Period the rest of
Southern California absorbed 6.8 million SF per year; while during the last 3½ years the other four
counties in Southern California experienced an annual absorption of 12.1 million SF, much of which
was accommodated in the vacant space in existing buildings created during the Great Recession.
The three largest counties along the coast are virtually out of raw industrial land; thus limiting the
construction of new facilities. Also, the vacancy rates in these counties are extremely low. Hence,
any expansion of industrial firms in Los Angeles, San Diego and Orange Counties would necessitate
the relocation of industrial tenants or users to the Inland Empire. If, over the next 15 years, 75%
of the historical absorption along the coast had to migrate to the Inland Empire, it would increase
the annual absorption of industrial space in the Counties of Riverside and San Bernardino by 5.0
million SF based on the annual absorption levels for the last 13½ years; or 9 million based on the
absorption levels of the last 3½ years. If the average absorption level over the last 13½ years are
used to estimate future increases in demand the Inland Empire would absorb 20.5 million SF per
year. At that level of absorption, the portion of the Inland Empire that was in the Los the Los Angeles
Basin would run out vacant industrial land, thus forcing industrial development to the High Desert or
to the Banning/Beaumont area by around 2029. If the average absorption levels of the last 3½ years
are used to estimate future increases in demand the Inland Empire would absorb 26 million SF per
year. At that level the Los Angeles Basin portion of the Inland Empire would exhaust the inventory of
vacant industrial land, thus forcing industrial development out of the Los Angeles Basin by 2026. The
actual results would likely be between these two scenarios. The high and low projections assume the
U.S. economy will continue to expand at an average rate of 2% per year; and California will continue
to be the least business friendly state in the nation. The difference in the level of absorption would
likely be influenced by whether or not the nation experiences one or two recessions over the next
decade.
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Table XII depicts the estimated number of years it would take to develop and absorb 11,000 raw
acres of industrial land in the Los Angeles Basin portion of the Inland Empire. The estimates are
based on a Floor Area Ratio (FAR) of 0.50 that would result in the development of 240 million SF
of space. An FAR of 0.50 indicates 50,000 SF of Building could be built on 100,000 SF of land.
Four annual average absorption rates of 15 million SF, 20 million SF, 25 million SF and 30 million SF
were assumed, which resulted in absorption periods of 16.0, 12.0, 9.6 and 8.0 years respectively.
In reality, as the inventory of vacant industrial land in the Los Angeles Basin is absorbed the price
of land would increase. Over time increasing land prices in the Los Angeles Basin portion of the
Inland Empire will make it feasible for more companies to locate their operation in the High Desert
or in the Banning/Beaumont area. The added costs of hauling goods to and from the High Desert
or the Banning/Beaumont area to the Southern California Region compared to Moreno Valley has
to be offset by lower rents due to the lower land costs for industrial sites in the High Desert or
the Banning/Beaumont Area. The absorption of industrial space outside of the Los Angeles Basin
will accelerate as the availability of industrial land becomes limited and land prices escalate. It
would not be surprising if the High Desert
and the Banning/Beaumont Area
captured an increasingly greater share
of the absorption of industrial space in
Southern California during of the next
decade. It is conceivable that by the end
of the next decade the Net Absorption
of industrial space in the High Desert
could exceed 5 million SF per year. The
absorption of 1 million SF of industrial
space would add approximately 500
Base Employment Jobs and an equal
number of Secondary Employment
positions. The annual absorption of 5
million feet of industrial space in the
High Desert would increase the total
employment level by 5,000 jobs, which
in turn would increase the demand for
residential units due to the formation of
3,000 households.
There are several conclusions that be drawn from this research effort. The first is that the increase
in demand for industrial space in Southern California is likely to continue at current levels even
though California is the least friendly to business of any state in the nation; and there will likely be
a recession or two over the next 10 years. The Net Absorption over the last 13½ years included the
Great Recession. The second is that the level of new construction in the three counties along the
coast will be very limited because of the scarcity of vacant land. Consequently, the increase demand
for industrial space that has occurred in the three coastal counties over the last four years is expected
to continue; but most of the added absorption in the future will have to be accounted for in the
inland Empire. This is expected to increase the annual absorption of space in the Inland Empire by
5 million to 9 million SF. Third, there is a finite amount of industrial zoned land in the Inland Empire.
As it is absorbed land prices and industrial rents in Riverside County and San Bernardino County
will increase, which over time will make it financially viable for a greater percentage of the industrial
users and tenants to establish operations in the High Desert. The establishment of a 1,300,000
SF Warehousing and Distribution facility in the Town of Apple Valley; the 237,730 SF expansion by
Rubbermaid at SCLA and the construction of a 211,000 SF facility for Arden Companies at SCLA
are harbingers of the inevitable shift of industrial demand to the High Desert. Arden Companies, a
manufacturer of patio furniture cushions, is relocating their operation in Rancho Cucamonga, CA
to the High Desert. Sterling Capital Partners, LLC (Sterling), the developer of the Industrial Park at
SCLA has also submitted a site plan for a 370,000 SF industrial building to the City of Victorville for
Planning Commission approval in September. Sterling has received multiple inquiries from potential
tenants for this size building; so they are taking steps to have the entitlements in place so they can
proceed quickly with construction. There is no question that the demand for industrial space will
migrate to the High Desert, it is only a question of when.
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Rober t A.
Lovingood
First District Supervisor
San Bernardino County
Board of Supervisors
Major transportation projects are underway in the High
Desert.
US395 Widening Project
Phase One of the US395 Widening Project will provide
one additional lane in each direction, install median and
rumble strips, and modify signals at intersections from
SR18 to Chamberlaine Way in the cities of Victorville
and Adelanto. The project is currently in the right of way
phase; construction is expected to begin in Summer
2018.
Yucca Loma Corridor
The Yucca Loma Bridge and Yates Road reconstruction
have recently been completed. The eastern connection
in Apple Valley, Yucca Loma Road, is under construction.
The western connection in Victorville, Green Tree
Boulevard, is currently in the right of way phase with
construction expected to begin in 2018.
Route 66/National Trails Highway
San Bernardino County has a project to resurface 39
miles along two segments of National Trails Highway
in the Newberry Springs and Amboy areas. This
historic highway is an important detour route for I-40.
Construction is expected to begin in Spring 2017.

Brad Poiriez
Executive Director
Mojave Desert AQMD
The Mojave Desert Air Quality Management District
exemplifies California’s final frontier for businesses
seeking to site within the Golden State, based in large
on the legendary cooperative working relationship it
enjoys with its regulated community. As the local air
district for San Bernardino County’s High Desert and
Riverside County’s Palo Verde Valley, the MDAQMD
also understands that regulatory flexibility and lower

permitting fees can mean the difference between success
and failure for many businesses. The MDAQMD’s basic
air quality application fee starts at only $261, vs. up to
several thousands of dollars charged by neighboring air
districts. Moreover, our permit fees are among the lowest
found anywhere in Southern California. Thus, it’s no
coincidence that between 2010 and 2016, the number of
permitted facilities located within the MDAQMD’s jurisdiction
increased by 16%, from 966 to 1122. If you’re looking to do
business with an air district that prides itself on balancing
environmental protection with reasonable permitting fees
and sustainable economic growth, the MDAQMD would like
to do business with you. Visit www.mdaqmd.ca.gov or call
(760) 245-1661 today for more information.

			Jessie Flores
			City of Adelanto
			Economic Develpoment Representative
The City of Adelanto is currently widening parts of Highway 395 (2 lanes north and south plus center lane) and is working
with the Cal Trans Design Management Team to identify turn in and turn out lanes for acceleration and deceleration, which
is critical for this major artery.
Adelanto has 2 Industrial parks, which are prime locations for distribution hubs and host companies such as General
Atomics-Design, Karco, Budweiser, and renewable energy industries. Medical Cannabis Cultivation was recently approved
by the city council and is attracting brand names such as the Stanley Brothers, founders of charlotte’s web, celebrities and
professional sports players.
An FAA approved private air park is home to aviation pioneers Chuck and Charlie Laird, among others taking advantage of
the mixed use of residential, light commercial, light industrial and equestrian.
The City of Adelanto is a business friendly city and encourages development, retail, commercial and industrial. We are the
“city with unlimited possibilities”.

Industrial Report cont. from page 9
When the demand for industrial space begins to expand at a significant and consistent basis there should be a substantial increase in industrial rent levels throughout much of the High
Desert. This is illustrated by the industrial market in the City of Adelanto which has recently experienced a substantial increase in industrial rents, land values and the sale price per SF
for industrial buildings, because of a new city ordinance that was passed on November 18, 2015. Ordinance No. 539 allows for the cultivation of Marijuana for Medical Use in industrial
buildings located within the boundaries of the business parks developed by the City of Adelanto years ago. This ordinance was crafted so that it would be in conformity with new California
state laws related to the cultivation of Marijuana. This ordinance was crafted so that it would be in conformity with new California state laws related to the cultivation of Marijuana. The
impact of this new ordinance has not been reflected in the current rent and sales statistics discussed above, because the per Square Foot sales prices and the per Square Foot rental
rates have been several times the level being realized in High Desert outside of Adelanto’s Marijuana Cultivation Zone. Within the Zone Metal Buildings have recently sold between $125
and $240 per SF of building floor area. In some sales transactions the price per SF has been less, because not all the building floor area can be used to cultivate marijuana. Industrial
Lots within the cultivation zone have commanded between $10 and $12 per SF of land area. While there are still a number of issues that have to be resolved, the likely scenario is that
the City of Adelanto will experience substantial industrial growth due to the Cultivation of Marijuana for Medical Use. Should this prove to be the case it would significantly increase the
level of Base Employment in the High Desert.
Between now and the end of this decade the likely scenario would include continued increasing demand from big box tenants for warehousing, distribution and manufacturing operations.
Such tenants could absorb between 500,000 and 2,000,000 SF in each of the next five years provided space is available. The economic report in this issue of the Coldwell Banker
Market Watch is an in depth study of the of the industrial markets in Southern California and the Inland Empire. One of the conclusions is that as raw land for industrial use becomes
scarce in the Los Angeles Basin land prices will increase and make it feasible for more firms to locate in the High Desert. The analysis in the economic study indicates that land prices
and therefore rent levels will increase sufficiently by the middle of the next decade to cause a substantial shift in industrial demand to the high Desert. Until then there would likely be
a gradual acceleration of the migration of big box users and tenants to the High Desert. An increase in the demand from medium and smaller size industrial tenants is also anticipated
for all the cities in the High Desert provided the U.S. and California economies continue to expand at current growth rates. Finally, current sale and leasing activity suggests there could
be a substantial increase in the demand for industrial space in Adelanto for the cultivation of marijuana for medical use assuming the federal government does not institute policies to
curtail such activity. Under such a scenario the substantial increase in the value of industrial land and effective rents in Adelanto could continue at an elevated level.
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Sales price for buildings in the designated cultivation areas in
Adelanto have increased significantly, topping $241 PSF, with
many properties trading in the $150 PSF range. For reference,
similar buildings located outside of the cultivation area are
trading between $45 PSF and $65 PSF. Demand for properties
by individuals and companies looking to locate in the cultivation
area is extremely high, which has created a “green rush”.
Building owners and companies located within the cultivation
area, however not involved with the cannabis industry, are
realizing increased values for their properties, and opting to
cash out and relocate, thus applying additional pressure to an
already tight market.
Lease rates have also experienced a significant increase, from
$0.41 PSF ending 2015, to $0.49 PSF ending Q2 of 2016.
While lease rates have increased, coupled with a declining
vacancy rate and demand, new deliveries of buildings 50,000
SF or less for speculative leasing have been non-existent.

With relatively high demand for housing, industrial and multifamily properties, and minimal new deliveries, the rule of
supply and demand should yield higher, more rapid gains along
with speculation building, which has been nominal during the
expansion phase of this cycle. Moderate growth with consistent
gains is preferable to the alternative; swift and steep increases in
both pricing and development which lends to a deeper recession
in the years to follow. A prolonged expansion cycle, albeit slower
than in prior real estate cycles, is preferable. The High Desert
should continue in an expansion mode through 2016 and into
2017 with an increase of new deliveries in the residential sector,
multi-family, industrial and retail. Additionally, land activity has
increased significantly and will continue to gain traction as new
deliveries increase. 2016 is shaping up to be a strong year in the
real estate market for the High Desert.

The Multi-family sector continues to outperform all other sectors
with declining vacancies, increased lease rates, and year over
year gains in sales volume, transaction volume and sales price.
Lease rates for apartments have increased 18.5% since the
end of 2015, increasing from $0.80 PSF yearend 2015, to
$0.95 PSF ending Q2 of 2016.
For 1-4 unit apartment buildings, transaction volume has
increased 6.7% year over year, with sales volume increasing
23.0% during the same time period. The median sales price
has increased 41.8%, a significant year over year increase.
Transaction volume increased 71.4% year over year ending Q2
of 2016 for properties with 5 or more units, with sales volume
increasing 59.2% during the same time period. The median
sales price increased 9.3% year over year ending Q2 of 2016.
1-4 units experienced a greater increase in median sales
price over 5 or more unit properties primarily related to the
availability of owner occupied FHA financing which reduces the
equity requirements, thus allowing a wider audience of buyers.
Land activity has increase year over year, posting gains of
48.0% with respect to transaction volume, and a 63.9% gain in
sales volume. With a median sales price of $22,000 in 2016, a
majority of the activity has been small parcels in rural, remote
areas. Additional activity has been focused on single family
residential lots for speculative building by local and regional
builders, in-fill retail parcels situated in high traffic corridors,
and industrial parcels throughout the High Desert including the
“green rush” created in Adelanto for industrial parcels in the
cultivation area, demanding as much as $500,000 per acre.
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Distinctly Different.

#1 Commercial Firm in the North
Inland Empire as Recognized by
HDAOR Since 2009

Daily Press Readers Voted
Awarded North Inland Empire
Power Broker Since 2010

“Best of the Desert”
Real Estate Firm Since 2011

Follow us for Market News and Listing Updates:
www.cbcDeser t.com
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@cbcrealestate

facebook.com/cbcrealestate

